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ABSTRACT

This thesis i-s concerned wi-th William Carlos Wi]liams'
attempts to discover a culture for America. To VÍilliams,
"discover" is a verb synonomous with "invent" or "create."
Wilfiams believed that Americans had no cul-tural- relationship
with their own country"

What passed for culture in America

had all been imported from Europe, the Old Vüorld. Tf man's
relatj-onship with the
traditions

New

World was to be understood, old

and customs had to be disregarded.

Will-iams'

career as a poet of culture shows his attempts to disregard
the old and invent what he had failed to inherit--a

communal-

hero, a poetic form, and a moral and aesthetíc vision of man's
relationship

to his community.

Williams provided himself with direction

for his poe-

tic quest after cul-ture by creating a myth of America" This
myth is delineated in the two of his central works to be

studied here--fn the American Grain and Paterson.

In his

early poem, "The Wandererr" he made a symbolic pledge to the
people and things of America" In In the American Grai,n he
begins to discover America through her people and things.
In Paterson fV he completes his quest as well as he is able"
Finally,

Paterson V is at once a summary of his explorations

and the beginning of a new search.

his poetic quest for culture Vüilliams is either
accompanied by or in pursuit of a rdoman. This woman is a
On

changing figure,

being at one time or another, virgin,

nymph

or crone" The femafe figure in Williams' art is a symbol of
the spirit

of America and, as his work develops, the incar-

nation of his own imagination"

Consequently, the poet's

attempts to capture America and cultivate

a rel-ationship

with her have public and private dimensions.
attempts to create an identity

When

Williams

for the American people,

adopts the public voice of the poet"

he

At these times female

America is earth mother, wife and l-over. When Wi]l-iams

turns to the less public questions of art and creativity,
female America becomes the poet's imagination.

She creates

art and through her the poet gains personal salvation"
The central concern of this thesis is the public

aspect of Wil-liams' myth--his discovery of America in her
details, his probing into her history and his journey into
her present.
intermingle,

Inevitably

the public and more personal myths

and in Paterson V the accent is on 4rLt the artist

and the imagination.

Female America cannot be fully

compre-

hended without an understanding of the communal hero conceived

by Williams.

fn Williams' art it is the poet who integrates

female America and who establishes moral and aesthetic val-ues
for his community. In examining Williams' discovery of
America it ís necessary to consider his concept of the dut.ies
and functions of the communal hero"

a major concern in this thesis.

Thus, the poet-hero is
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Chapter I
TNTRODUCTION

William Carlos Williams, in a letter

written to

Horace Gregory in 1939, descrj-bes the source of In the
American Grain:

Of mixed ancestory I felt from earliest childhood
that America was the only home I coul-d possibly
cal-l- my own. I felt it was expressly founded for
frê¡ personally, and that it must be my first
business in life to possess it; only by making it
my own from beginning to my own day, in detail,
should I ever have a basis for knowing where I
stood" I
In this letter

Wil-l-iams describes his entire career , for at

the center of his work is a constant delight in the possibility

of possessing America, past and present, and so renelving

and d.iscovering his own potential"
has nearly always been an integral

His allegiance to America
aspect of his poetry.

Early in his poetic l-ife Willíams burned the manuscript of
long poem, which was an j-mitation of Keats' Endymion, and

a

replaced it with "The V'/anderer." This

a

ritual

baptism and marriage"

ne\^z poem

celebrates

In the poem the celebrant is

immersed in the Passaíc River, and so acknowledges his iden-

tification

with his community, and by extension, with America"

The poet becomes an organic part of his surroundings and they

lwi1tiu.* Carf os i¡Iilliams, The Sel-ected Letters of
William Carl-os William, ed. John C
957), p. IB5.
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of him:
Then the river began to enter my heart,
Eddying back cool- and limpid
fnto the crystal beginning of its days.
But with the rebound it leaped forward;
Muddy, then bl-ack and shrunken
TilI I fel-t the utter depth of its rottenness
The ví1e breadth of its degradation
And dropped down knowing this was me now.z
This poem marks the beginning of Vüilliams I central poetic

quest--the descent to one's origins.

"The Wanderer"

expresses his early allegiance to America and his deter-.

country.

Inherent in Wil-liams' work is a concern with

things American; people, language, history,
traditions.

customs and

fn works which attempt an analysis of American

cul-tural problems, such as fn the_American Grain and "The
American BAckgrouod, " Williams is concerned with the lack of

perception and the desperation of the American people.

He

believes that these problems have weakened the fibre of
American l-ife, producing a fragmented and frightened nation.

great national experiment or as a people welded together by
common,

positive experience" To Wi1liams, the American

public is a mob which shares only fear and ignorance.
American is a divided man with his body split

:

The

from his soul"

His culture is imported from Europe and. d.issociated from
American geography and experience.

Since the American lacks

2willirm Carlos Wil-l-iams, The Collected Earlier
of William Carlos V,Iilliams (New yo

Poems
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a sound knowledge of the land which gives him ]ife,
alien in his

o\^rn

country.

This dissociation

he is

an

from his time

and soil all-ow him to be victimized by anyone cl-ever enough

to detect his ignorance and fear"

Early in her history

America had manifested her inhibitions

and desperation by

burning witches at Sal-em. During Williams' time she executed
Sacco and Vanzetti.

Williams

In his essay, "The American Backgrouñdr"

explores the el-ements which he believes to be res-

ponsible for the divisions and inhibitions
American cul-ture.

stil-1 present in

fn the poem, "Impromptu: The Suckers,"

he indicates that fear lies behind these cultural

disruptions

his point by reference to the executions of

and il-Iustrates

Sacco and Vanzetti

Vüilliams analyzes the central problem afflicting
America as the split

between instinct

and will "

The problem

is focused in the parable used to introduce "The American
Background..

"

Here Williams describes his version of an

early approach to the
first

New

World. He claims that from the

America has been misinterpreted:
Thev saw birds with rustv breasts and cal-led them
robins " Thus , from the start. an America of which
rst settlers
upon
ey retreated for warmth and rer past.
assurance to somethi
reviouslv famil-iar. But at a
They were
cost" F9r w4at t
saw were not robins.
thrushes onl-v vaquelv resemblin
e rosy, daintrer
Englis
ñ=ñê-eventnq of
rd" Larger, stronger a
a wilder, Iovelier song, actually here was somethin
ore encounthe newcomers had never in theír líves
tered" Blur" Confusion. Stralge and difficul-t the
ñõ-ãon tlnen t i n-ffi--ã-tor

new" And at
wñîch

tne

--

4

dangerous-.,r_ealities of the future" They found that
the)¡ had not onI)z _l-eFt England but t4ey had arrived
éornewñe

ãut
ã

iñosE

e

in their hearts at the first
trr-r-r"

glance. r

rica as a misinterpreLed

and

exploited country and of the American as a perplexed
frenetic explorer col-ors nearly all his work.

and

His major

theme is that of a descent to the ground for renewal- and

a

search for an untouched America" This theme is accompanied
by his conviction that America is a schizophrenic nation--a
country in which neither the colonist nor the present day
citizen

adjusts to the environment. Because he has no real

knowledge of hís environment or any sensual contact with it,

the American lives a life

sanctioned only by the will.

Williams believes that the dominance of the will- in America
has l-ed to the suppression of instinct
will- has tended to impose traditionalThus, the possibility

and imaginatíon"

forms on experience.

for a genuine culture,

in the American graín, has eluded the

The

a life

rooted

New Vüorl-d.

Williams' desire for American cul-tural experience
seems to have motivated him to experiment with verse and

prose forms" He was in search of a "correct formr" a
structure which woul-d be solidly American. He joined forces
3Will-i-m Carlos Williams, Selected Essays (New York:
New Directions, 1969), p. 134" alT-Tuture references to the
essays wil-l be to this source and will be identified within

the text by page numbers in parentheses.
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viith the Imagists, hoping to discover a
composition, a form for the future"

ne\^/ f orm

About this time his

quarrel with Eliot began" Williams felt

lifelong

of poetic
that

"Prufrock" (published in L9I1) was a betrayal- and rejection
of America" Eliot who, with his craftsmanship, could have
done so much to further

the poetic credo which Williams re-

presented had shown himsel-f as an academic and cosmopolitan
To Williams the desertion of so fine a poet produced

poet.

in the development of American poetry.

a crisis

His answer

to what was a personal as well as a public crisis was to
write

Kor_a

in Hel1: Improvisat-ions.

success Williams felt

Because of Eliot'

s

his desire for a poetry based on Ame-

rican language and experience to be threatened.

In Kora

he

sees himself, the American poet, the Springtime, bound for

Helf.

Flowever, the work ends on a note of optimistic

cipation:

anti-

"There is no thing that with a twist of the imagi-

nation cannot be something else

This day of al-l

gthers i.q t4e one chosen, all other days f all away f roT. it
on eith.e-r_side and only itself remains in perfect full-leqs""
Kora in Hel1, like "The Wandererr" resol-ves a crisis.
Wil-liams affirms his poetic credo by asserting the imagination's

immunity to external threats"
with Kora in ,Hell- , both with
innovations and its revelation of himseff to

Williams' satisfaction
its stylistic

4willia*s Carlos vlilliams, Kora in Hel-l-: Improvi-sations
(San Francisco: City Lights Books,

himself, gave added strength and vigor to his commitment to
American culture.5

In the next few years he produced

several books of poetry and a variety of prose pieces.

The

Great American Novel- and A Voyage to Pagany center about

an

American in Europe making discoveri-es about America and its

quality of l-ife"

Both novels reveal- somethi-ng of lr7ill-iams'

conception of America, but they lack the scope of In the
American Grain.

In neither of the former works is there

a

detailed analysis of the past or an attempt to understand
modern America in terms of her history.

In In the American Grain Wil-liams' explores America
in a novel way¡ through the character of her history.

His

method of exploration becomes comprehensible when it is
remembered that lfilliams

was a physician as wel-I as a poet"

In his autobiography he speaks of the close relationship
between his two professions: "When they ask me, of late as

they frequently d.o, how I have for so many years continued
an equal interest

in medicine and the poem, I reply that

they amount to nearly the same thing""6

As an artist

V,Iill-iams

did ad.opL the role of physician to his country's conscience.
It is as a diagnostician and potential
In the American Grain.

heal-er that he wrote

The book is a case history of America,

a dialogue between the forces which have shaped her.

Will-iams

5wifl-i.* Carl-osI^7i1liamsr I Wanted to Write a Poemn
ed. Edith Heal (Boston: Beacon er
6wil-l-iam carf os williams ¡ The Autobiography of will-iam
Carl-os Williams (New York: New Di
ffirences
Lo the Autobiography will be to this
by page numbers
source and wil-t be identiffiext
parentheses
in
"
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returns here to the theme first

suggested in "The Wanderer.

il

Líving in the squalor of modern America he defines his country as he bel-ieves it to have been" Against the background
of what America has become he examines the forces which produced this situation.

At the same time he l-ooks for forces

in the past which hel-d some promise, but which have been
buried cr misinterpreted.
bodies the traditions
and their beliefs,

If a myth is a story which

em-

of a people concerning their country

then In the American Grain creates

nevr

myths and destroys old ones. In his preface Vüilliams puts

it this \,vay: "I have sought to re-name things seen, no\¡/ lost
in the chaos of borrowed titleso

many of them inappropriate,

under which the true character lies hid" "7

In the American Grain is an imaginative probing into
American history

in order to discover a past that has been

misconstrued and an America which has never been recognized.
By showing that present tensions between geography and cul--

ture, instinct

and will,

need not be a part of American 1ife,

Wil-liams hoped to help heal these conflicts.
that America need not be a nation split

He contended

between the demands

of the body and the mind. Moreover¡ Americans could discover a culture which affirms the relationshíp

between man

and his native ground"

7Wi1lirnl Carlos Vlilliams, ID the American Grain (New
York: New Directions, L956), n.p"
s to
In the American Grain will be to this source and wil-l be
text by page numbers in parentheses.

ô

Õ

Paterson is Wil-l-iams' second major attempt to
terms with his cul-ture"

come

to

The central theme of Paterson is

simifar to that of In the American Grain.

Both works focus

on a poet's quest for renewal, in terms of his need to find
a language capable of extracting the life
morass under which it has been buried.
emphasis has shifted"

element from the

But in Paterson the

V,iilliams no longer deals primarily

with the American pastt he is now more concerned with the
immedj-acy of the present.

The primitive

and socially

un-

touched world of early America has given \'üay to industrial-

ization,

Doctor Paterson lives in a world where pollution,

the din of automation and the anonymity of technology are
the norms" fn the poem Williams seeks a way of ordering the
seemingly chaotic experience of modern existence and con-

tacting the primal reality

whích he bel-ieves is always avail-

able to the man of imagination"
The purpose of this thesis is to di-scuss Williams'

two major attempts to come to grips with American culture
and to explore the individual-'s
One

place within this culture.

work emphasizes the American past; the other stresses

the present"

In. the American g5ain is not history in any

formal sense; rather it is a poetical reconstruction of the
past"

What is relevant to this study is the style and

structure of the book, the poet's aesthetic code and his
concept of heroism. Paterggn wi1l be examined as the cul-

mination of V'Iill-iams' views on the character of American
life"

It is a loosely structured poem which depends for

unity on the repetition

of certain key symbols. In order to

9

explicate the theme with which I
for language and the relationship
it will

am

basically concerned--the search

between culture and language--

be necessary to examine Paterson's symbolic pattern.

fn his autobiography Wil-liams explained his plan for
Paterson in medical jargon: "I took the city Paterson as my

'case' to work up, really to work it up" (Ä,. 392). His design
for Paterson and the connection he made between art and medicine
help to eluaidate his dictum "no ídeas but in things. " B The
physician requires a patient and an intimate knowledge of the
patientrs body before he can perform successfully.

In accordance

Williams believed the poet needed to ground his ideas in concrete objects drawn from the world about him" The poet should
write of the locale because it is the only worl-d he can
concretely.

know

Williams' decisíon to write American poetry

poetry in the American idiom was not chauvinistic"

It

and

was

based on the concept that the poet must write about the things

he knows.
Wifliams frequently indicated that a poem was
action of the imagination.

an

The activated imagination provided

the poet with a new and more sensitive understanding of his
world.

A poem is a record of this understanding.

For

tr{ill-iams, if there is to be a poem, there must be an object
for the imaginatíon to act uponr ân object to color the
and excite the imagination.

poem

The poem is an area of under-

standing--the place where external objects meet with the poetl
imaginative grasp of them. Tn Williams' worl-d these objects
BWilliam Carlos Williarns, Paterson (New York: New
Dírections, 1963) " Atl future refõEñõêE-to Paterson will
be to this source and will be identified withfñ tfre text
by page numbers in parentheses.
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do not exj-st as symbols of an external-ly imposed divine

order.
When

Each object has its boundaries and its

the poet discovers this individuality

something of the world about him.

individuality"

he discovers

Williams maj-ntained that

"The l-ocale is the only universal, upon that all art builds"
(a. 391). When a poet grasps the individuality
of an object
or of his community he has the keys to the universal- " The
Iocale is the concrete object on which the imagination acts
in its quest for il-lumínation.
Vüilliams' idea of the poem as an action of the imagination helps to explain his view of the poetic quest"

The

action of the poem gives the poet a fresh understanding of
both himseff and his world.
of new poetJ-c structures,

Thus, invention, the discovery

becomes important"

Through new

structures the poet can develop and explore Lhe sel-f, which
is itself

exploring and discovering.

Williams' insistence

that the poem brings renewal and fresh life
quest after "Beautiful

explains his

thing" or some other female image"

"Beautiful thing" is a fertile

source of energy--she is the

poet's own i-maginaLion which he pursues in his attempts to
discover himsel-f and make contact with his worl-d. Williams'
poetic quest is dominated by the imagination pursuing the
imagination, that is, the poet's desire to continually unlock
the sources of energy dormant in himself.

Williams' concept of cul-ture is in keeping with his
ideas about poetry"

the

poem

fn Paterson he says, "The province of

is the world" (P" I22) " There is no subject matter

l_ l_

which is intrinsícally

poetic"

The term "anti-poetic"

has

no meaning for Williams; everything intensefy perceived has

its place in the

poem"

there is nothing of the

Similarly,

"ivory tower" in his view of cul-ture:
It is a realization of the qualities of a place
in relation to the life which occupies ít, embracing
everything involved, climate, geographical position,
relative size, history, other cultures--as wel-1 as
the character of its sands, flowers, minerals, and
the condition of knowledge within its borders. It
is the act of lifting
these things into an ordered
and util-ized whole which is cul-ture" It isnrt something left over afterwards. That is the record only.
The act is the thing.
It can't be escaped or avoided
if life is to go on" It is in the fullest sense that
(SE. 157).
which fits"
Culture, then, according to Williams, is a community's
expression of its own uniqueness and innate particularity
He considers the white pine furniture

as a genuine cultural

built

by the Shakers

The furniture

expression.

told by its design something of the life

met a need,

in the community

In structure, fabric and
use it reflected the blood and bone of the community" On
the other hand, Williams is quick to condemn the official
cultural preceptors--most scathingly the university" He
condemns this institution as being a mere reflector of the
culture of its wealthy patrons who imported their tastes from
and was made from local material-s

"

the Old Wor1d. American universities

were not related to

the American scene and discouraged any genuine cultural
expression" Wil-liamsr disgust with the academics grovrs from
his bel-ief that they did nothing to promote an indigenous
American culture"

L2

concept of

There is another aspect to l¡iilliams'

In his thinking culture is process and not product.

culture"

It is not simply the finished poem which is poetry, nor the
finished product which is culturally
poetic nor cultural

expressive.

expression is static.

Real poetry and

the verb rather than the noun. It

real- cul-ture are kinetic,

is the act of creating the white pine furniture
the poenrwhich are cultural
and not product registers

lieither

and creating

and poetic activities.

a coÍrmunity's cultural

Process
a\^iareness"

Only through active advance can anything be comprehended"
The finished product, the white pine furniture

or the written

word, is a recordr âñ attempt to communicate the essence of
what the inventor has experienced.
V'Iilliams' experience was Ameri-can. His first
in life

was to possess America in detail--her

people, her things"
the visible

and the tangible America" He repudiated the

remained his entire life

Jersey"

grass, her

His art draws its scope from the concrete,

cosmopolitan lifestyle
New

business

of the expatriate poets and doggedly
in the small town of Rutherford,

His loyalty was to the American proletariat,

to the men and women who live and s'truggle in cities,

rather

than to the middlec'!ass who live comfortably in suburbia.
Yet, for all the apparently "lovr' brow" and "grass roots"
aspects in his selection of material,

in the shaping of that

material Will-iams was a highly conscious and meticulous
craftsman"

In thís study I will

examine his two major

attempts to give shape and form to his perceptions of America
and to develop for Americans an,aesthetic understanding of

l3

their country"

Chapter II

A

STUDY OF

IN

THE AMERICAN GRAIN

One of the problems in In the American Grain is

!{illiams'

Here the mathemati-

concept of time and history"

is not of ul-timate

time of the intellect

cal, spatialized

importance" Calendar and clock time have little
Williams' world.
living

reality

place in

Instead time strains forward and its

must be directly

intuited.

not be measured or grasped by the intellect,

This reality
but must

canbe

apprehended by the creative imagination or the senses. Each
moment in time offers

to the individual

fulfillment

clear perception and poetic imagination.
the historical

with

Williams' view of

process is in keeping with his view of time.

tr{estern society, with its strong imprint of Judeo-Christia-

nity,

has viewed hístory as progressive, one event following

another in a linear irreversible

direction.

Such a perspec-

tive disall-ows the freedom which belongs to Williams' concept
of time.

In Christian eschatology

man

gaíns freedom when he

is delivered from time and his deliverance comes only with
the End" Williams, who believes that "the beginning is
assuredly/ the end" (P" 1l), denies the traditional eschatological view of the historical

process

"

Williams denies that time proceeds in a linear
irreversible

direction

and returns human experience to
I4

and
a

15

In Paterson the contintime that is cyclical and infinite.
Ì-lous flow of the Passaic and the year with its cyclical
nature of life,

changes embody the cyclical

and in Book

V

a kind of eternal spring reveals the power of the imagination to escape even the cycles.
perceived does not exist"
to eternity.

I¡Je

Here time as it. is normally

move from eternal recurrence

In In the American Grain the break with the

linear and irreversibl-e

concept of time is fess obvious.

This work attempts to understand the present condition of
America by exploring her past and to transcend the present
by returning to an untouched pristine

beginning.

WilIiams

"However, hopeless it may seem we have

makes this expticit:

no other choice: we must go back to the beginning; it must
all be done over; everything that is must be destroyed"
(IAG. 2I5) " fn Vüilliams' scheme everything can be destroyed
the unand done over" In a worl-d where time is infinite,
formed but potentially
Though this pristine

the intellectual,

fertile
moment

beginning always exists"

might be veiled from the eye of

it is revealed to the imaginative eye of

the poet.
In his autobiography Wílliams writes that "the
greatest boon a poet grants the world is to reveal- that secret and sacred presence" (A'. 390)" Williams' "sacred
presence" is the l-ife-force
reality

inherent in all things and this

is open to the poetic imagination.

In In the åmeri-

can Grain the poet faces the sordid world of actuality

and

then perceives a reality which is consonant only with the

I6

imagination.
artist

is a place of freedom where the

This reality

Since this

can understand what is ne\^/ and fertile"

center is always available, Williams discovers a way of
escaping the mathematical time of the intellect
world of actuality"

and the

This world of imaginative perception

is timel-ess, spaceless and inviolate"
concept is more sophisticated"

In Paterson this

The world *

present emerges" Later, biilliamsr

a""

"ternal

link with the regene-

rative forces which he believes are always present are his
poems--"The Desert Music" and "Asphodel, That Greeny Fl-ower."

Williams' belief
vidual's

in the flux and change of an indi-

state of mind and hís conviction that the energy of

a community must be expressed in new and innovative ways led
him to reject his early preference for Keatsian models

and

the barbaric ya\dp of Vlhitman" He sougiht to revitalize

dead

language and form and to convey his perceptions of his
community through Imagism"
Imagism insisted on a form which presented things

without intervening and non-contributing words " In
poems l-ike "The Red Vüheelbarrow" and "Young Sycamore" objects
directly

are directly

presented.

edges and there is little

Each object exisLs with its

authorial comment. The red wheel-

barrow is presented and the reader is left
concl-usions. Williams' attitude
itsel-f"
idea"

sharp

to draw his

own

is nominalist--an object is

However, in the "thing" the poet may discover an
An idea common to both "The Red Vüheélbarrow" and

"Young: Sycamore"

is that these objects exist side by side

T7

with the things of their environment. It is through the
poet's concentration on them--on their color, texture,

smeI1,

shape--that he is able to recognize them and name them"
Naming is an imaginative act and implies a knowledge of an

object's individualit.y.

The discovery of the partícu1ar

leads to the universal.

In a poem a poet can find something

of himself and reach an imaginative understanding of his
environment. In this imaginative world the empirical laws
of time and space are meaningless: subject and object, past
and present, merge into one. The selection of language is

of major importance. No action takes place when the words
used are separated from the reality

of actual experience"

form which lacks verbal- energy suspends a veil between
and reality.

A

man

Fa1se language separates man from the rhythms

of 1ife"
The prínciples

behind Wiltiams' Imagist poems are

relevant to those behind In the American Grain.

Vüilliams

believed America had never been viewed with the imagi-native
eye of the poet.

She had been courted, extolled

and exploi-

ted, but her essence had never been known or named" Just

as

Williams believed a man could reach a fresh understanding of
the red wheel-barrow, so he believed Americans could come to
an understanding of their

country by concentrating on the

" In his view these forces
had been misrepresented" Puritanism, and what George Santayforces which had given her

shape

ana dubbed the genteel tradition,

had hidden the real nature

of America. Fal-se language from the past--Puritanism,

idea-

l-B

lism, imperialism--had intervened between the American

and

his ground. To Wil-liams language is always an expression of
the imagi-nation, but the languages of the Puritans, idealists

and imperialists

show men with underdeveloped imagina-

tions " Americans had inherited fal-se language and stunted
imaginatj-ons. They had no resources with which to perceive
reality.

In the American Graín is intended to approach

Ame-

rica with a mind tabula rasa, with the same openness that
characterizes the response to the red wheelbarrow.
In the preface to Tn the American Graj-n Williams
gives a description of hj-s work and an outline of his aims:
I have sought to re-name things seen, now lost
in chaos of borrowed titl-es, many of them inappropriate, under which the true character lies hid.
" Everywhere I have tried to separate out from
the original record.s some flavor of an actual peculiarity the character denoting shape which the
it has been my wish
unique force has given. "
to draw from every source one thíng, the strange
phosphorus of the life, nameless under an old misappell-ation" (IAG" v. )
Wiltiams' statement clarifies

his reason for writing

and

The book is

method of researching In the Americalr Grain.

designed to "re-name." When a poet names something, he has
understood that thing and made contact with it.

Throughout

In the American Grain Williams contacts the past and makes
it part of the present.

By a direct confrontation with the

past he makes it possible to slough off prevailing
ceptions of American history and culture.
America before she was stul-tified

Williams turns to original

con-

In order to find

by Old World traditions,

source material.

In researching

I9

this book he did not study history as it has been interpreted by historians

or artists.

In the American Grain drama-

tizes the poet's descent to the ground in two ways: it deals
wÍth the ground-breakers of America and it is informed by
historical

documents. V'Ii]]-iams' confrontation with the past

is as direct as possible, without historical-

interpretation

acting as an intermediary"
The style and structure of In the American Grain

reveal- much about Will-iams' contact with the American past"
The style indicates his fidelity

to his artistic

principles.

Each age and each race have thej-r own forms and words.

In

In the American Grain words and form not only represent

a

time and a society, but also show them typographically.
Williams explained this in his autobiography:
The Tenochtj-tlan chapter was written in big'
square paragraphs tike Inca masonry. Raleigh was
written in what I conceived to be Elizabethan

style; the Eric the Red chapter in the style of
the Icelandic saga; Boone in the style of Daniel's
autobiography; Frankl-in was j-n Frankl-in's words;
and John Paul Jones I have verbatim" Thus I
tried to make each chapter not only in content
but in the style itself a close study of the theme.
(a" 183-184)

Will-iams' various styles enl-iven and stamp the individualcharacter appropriate to each theme. A good example appears
at the beginning of "Sir Walter Raleigh": "Of the pursuit of
beauty and. the husk that remains, perversions and mistakes,
while the true form escapes in the wind, sing O Muse; of
Raleigh, beloved by majesty, plunging his lust into the body
of a new world--and the deaths, misfortunes, counter coups,
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which swelled back to certify
59).

that ardor with defeatn' (IAG.

Through the words and their

form Raleigh is identified

with Elizabethan England" The flamboyance of this prose,
its grandiose expansive quality,

captures the essence of

Raleigh's character as conceived by Williams.

The words

themselves are pinned to nothing concrete and so echo

Raleigh, the executor of a mission too full

of ardor to

succeed.

The various styles of rl lhe Americaî Grain match
different nations, times and characters. Through style

Williams recognizes that America is a composite formed by
men whose expansive

prose shows them to be dreamers,

men

whose clipped and deceiving prose shows them to be pragma-

tists

and men whose simple but direct prose shows that they

have learned the language of the New Worl-d" Appropriately,

the spirit

of the

New Vüorld

and voice, and her own style.

this spirit

has her own particular

In "DeSoto and the

is personified as a

language
New lVorld"

woman:

She--Courage is strength--and you are vígilant,
ããÇacious, firm besides " But I am beautiful--as
"a cane box, call-ed petaca, full of unbored pearls."
I am beautiful: a city greater than Cuzcoi rocks loaded
You will
with gold as a comb with honey" Bel-ieve it"
And in the end
not dare to cease following me" .
you shall receive of me, nothing--save one long caress
as of a great ríver passing forever upon your sweet
corse" (IAG. 45)
El-sewhere in In the American Grain l{illiams

American spirit

beautiful

creates the primal

by means of imagery and metaphor. She is

a

and sensuous being, and like all Wil-l-iams' feminine

things of beauty, potentialJ.lr treacherous.

When

this spirit

2L

is allowed to speak for herself,

her style reinforces the

character which the author creates in his infrequent role
narrator. Her language--evocative, yet frank and firm-mirrors her cruel beauty.

The use of. ital-ics,

dashes,

as

Quo-

tation marks, the first person pronoun and even her bold
j-ntrusions into the narrative, al1 help tocharacterize the
American spirit.

America is a beautiful

woman who speaks

an exotic language, breathes languidly and heatedly and who,
at wí11, uses her compelling voice to call out to her suitors
messages of hope and betrayal.

Understanding the protagonists and themes of In the
American Grain depends on an understanding of this America

of Williams' imagination.

In accordance with Williams' idea

man's imagination and body, the animism which energizes America j-s female.

of what is fertile

and capable of activating

Femininity, in Williams' art does not mean the passive,
clingíng virgin of nineteenth century America.
Williams' preoccupation with growth and renewal
provides an obvious way of dealing with the feminine principfe.

She is associated with l-ush vegetation and particularly,

as in Paterson, with flowers.

fn l'The Discovery of the In-

dies" she is "a'flower, pure, white, waxlike and fragrant"
(IAG. 7). Later, she is an "Orchidean beauty" (IAG. 27) .
Raleigh describes her as an abundant garden:
Shoal water where we smel-t so sweet and so strong
a smell, as if we had been in Lhe midst of some deliwe arrived upon the coast; a land
cate garden; .
so fuIl of grapes as the very beating and surging of
such plenty
the sea.
. on the sand and on the
green soil- on the hi1ls, as well as every l-ittle shrub,
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as also climbing towards the tops of high cedars,
that in all the world f think a l-ike abundance is
not to be found. (IAG. 6I-62)
As the explorations and incursions into Lhe

New Worl-d

continue there is a change in the imagery used to describe
the female principle"

With the coming of the Puritans

she

becomes a flower which cannot blossom, though the possibility

for growth remains. Pere Sebastian Rasles and Daniel

Boone

to the Puritans, for these two are able to

act as a foil

recognize America as "a flower turning up its petals" (IAG.
L2L). Still, the Puritan suppression of the generative
process wins out"

Near the end of In the American Grain

"the pure, white, waxlike and fragant flower" which

Columbus

sa\^/, has been so abused as to become the coweríng and apolo-

getic

woman

of the twentieth century:

She is a low thing (they tel-l- her) , she is

mad.e

Jacataqua, the primitive

woman who

really doesnrt
to feel thaL she is vicious, evil--It
d-o anything save alter the color of her deed, make
it unprofitable, it scrapes-õFE-the bloom of the
gift--it
is the puritanical envy" (ÏÃd. IB3)
and direct

Indian

inspired young Aaron Burr, has degenerated i-nto the

woman

Williams described in "The American Background"--"drunken in
self-defense" (SE. f56). The questions Vfil-liams asks about
the modern American male are rea1ly rhetorical--"I{hat

are

\Á/e

but poor doomed carcasses, any one of us? Why then all this
fury, this multiplícity
desires?" (IAG. f7B).
and terrifying

we push between oursefves and our

Without a

v/oman

capable of inspiring

men there can be no masculinity

The difference between the possibilities

and no poet.

and actual-
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ities

of female America ís expressed in another set of

terms. VÍhen fi-rst approached America was immacul-ate
untouched by the exploj-tative
European civilization"

and mechanical aspects of

Because of her newness she had the

cleansing power to strip

away the images and preconceptions

imposed on man by his old culture.

America was not a land

Life in the

where sentimental ill-usions were of any value"
New

World, as Wil-liams' Indians show, was a fierce contest

of survival.

Those who approached America had to do so with

discretion or forfeit
civilization
man

and

their own 1ives.

Like the organic

at Tenochtitlan, she demanded blood to remind

of his primal and continuing relationship

with the ground"

In the story of DeSoto the primal American spirit
clearly delineated"

is most

Alan Holder suggests that in "DeSoto

and the New Worldr" "Will-iams
in her being a
"She' combines
mixture of submissiveness and elusiveness, of yielding and

defiance.

'She' describes herself as beautiful, seductive,
alternately victorious over and defeated by DeSoto. "1
America, as Will-íams saw her, was not a tamed l-and

on which man could impose his tyrannical designs.
and successful life

A re1ated

in America depended on her being met

on

her own grounds " Unfortunately her savageness frightened
most" For Williams Columbus' discovery of the New World is
the prototype of all- i-maginative activity.

At the end of

1Al-rr, Holder, "In the American Grain: William Carlos
terly, (I9) , p.
Williams on the America
509.
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his story Columbus describes his vision of America: "I
among

the trees which was the most beautiful

wal-ked

thing which I

"" (IAG. 26) " Columbus was able to real-ize
the beauty of his discovery" He is, in effect, the first

had ever seen

American poet and the first

European to view the New Worl-d

with imagi-nation instead of with the mechanized intell-ect
of Europe. Columbus's vision of the New World' aesthetic,
because the objective of the poet is to reveal his reality,
and moral, because the basis of art is truth'

those who followed him.

was debased by

The Conquistadors brought barbarity

and i-gnorance to America and the Puritans determined that

response of the American to his woirld should be

the typical
mechanistic.

Benjamin Franklin, whose concern with thrift

and practicality

identify

him as a descendent of the Puri-

tans, exemplifies the frightened and rigid man's turn from
what is nevr. In Franklin there is nothing of imaginative
discovery, only careful and mechanistic inventiveness.
Frankl-in typifies
straction

the American's turn from creation to ab-

in approaching his country"

As a technician

Franklin was not interested in a creative way of life,

but

a l-ife in which technological advances prevented one from
having to contact the environment. In Franklin's

time

lumbus's imaginative explorations had degenerated into
thing sly and ugly;

Cosome-
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The force of the New World i-s never in these men
the
opent it is sly, covert, almost cringing.
character they had (our pioneer statemen, etc. ) \úas
that of giving their fine energy, as they must have
done, to the smaller, narrower, protective thing and
not to the great, New World. Yet they cannot quite
l-eave hands off it but must TOUCH it, in a "practical"
way, that is a joking, sIy, nasty waY, using "science"
etc", not with the generosity of the savage or the
scientist but in a shameful manner. The sv¡eep of
the force was too horrible to themt it would have
swept them into chaos. (IAG. 154-f57)
The way America has been touched and approached is so vile

that American experience and American reality
from the intrinsic
util-itarian

poetry of Columbus's

New

have decayed

VÍorld to the

prose of Frankl-j-n and his compatriot Alexander

Hamilton, to the contemporary leaden prosaic level of "the
vilest swillhole i-n Christendom" (rAG. 195) . This decay
grows from the mechanistic and abstract way in which America
has been touched"

Will-iams' America is personified as a female and the
Americans whom he discusses are all men. In Williams'

ing

thinl<-

knowled.ge is complete only when the two principles

of

body and mind are brought into harmony. The success or

failure

of a European to know the

sexual terms

"

New

World is expressed in

Throughout In the American Grain there is

recurrent metaphor of mants sexual union with the

a

Amerl-can

ground. His und.erstand.ing of the new ground can be ascertained from his sexual potency.

Tn keepi-ng with the imagery

i{illiams used to develop the spírit
explorer will
environment"

of America, a potent

see his seeds come to blossom in the

new
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In the American Grain was intended to bring Americans into contact with their

past"

The structure of the book

indicates why there has been a failure

of contact.

The

storj-es begin with Columbus's discovery of America.

fmme-

diately following this discovery is a story of destruction-the bout between Cortez and l'{ontezuma--and another which
presages disaster--"The Fountain of Eternal Youth."
the pattern throughout.

This is

Each creative approach and meaning-

ful act is erased when a vicious or ignorant mínd approaches
the

New

World" The bool<'s structure,

positive aspect of American history.

howevert Têflects

a

The central- tales are

those of Daniel Boone and Pere Sebastian Rasles " These two
are the heroes of In the American Grain, the men who attempt
an aesthetic and sensual union with America. The finalstory in the book holds little
with his ability

promise. Although Lincoln,

to assimilate the female principle,

is

a

mother to his country and reminiscent of Columbus, he ís
martyred by his countrymen. In the American_.Grain records
at its end the violent death of the American ideals of peace
and brotherhood.

plunged into civil

In Lincoln's time Columbus's America is
war:

The age-oId torture reached a disastrous climax
in Lincoln" Failing of relief or expression, the
place tormented itsel-f into a convulsion of bewilderment and pain--with a \^zoman, born somehow, aching
over it, hotding at1 fearfully together" It was the
(IAG" 234)
end of THAT period.

In the American Grain presents history as process
rather than as a strand of causes, events and resul-ts.
i¡üilliams a fixed idea about the past is a fixation

For

in one-
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self .

History is no\^i, alive or dead according to the present

mind. VÍilliams believed the mind of his time had deadened

history by accepting preconceived notions about the past and
ignoring its reality" In Paris he explained this to Valery
Laubaud:

Tt is an extraordinary phenomenon that Americans
have lost the sense, being made up as we are ' that
what we are has its origins in what the nation in
the past has been; that there is a sõIñãT-ãl¿eRICA
for everything we think or do; that morals affect
the food and the food the bone, and that, in fine,
we have no conceptíon at all of what is meant by
moral, since we recognize no ground our own--and
that this rudeness rests all upon the unstudied
character of our beginnings; and that if we will
not pay heed to our own affairs ¿ we are nothing
but an unconscious porkyard and oil hole for those,
rnore able, who will fasten themselves upon us"
That unless everything that is, proclaim a ground
on which it stand, it has no worth; and that what
has been morally, aesthetically worthwhil-e in America has rested upon peculíar and discoverable
ground" (IAG. 109)
James Guimond suggests in The Art of William Carlos

Williams that in In the American Grain contains four types
of protagonists " There are basically four voices to listen
to and four life styles, "ingrained aspects" of American
experience, to observe and understand" Guimond explains the
types of protagonist:
terrific

the destroyer of the new who possesses

energy and i-nspires terror;

those who have prevented

a great flowering because of their fears of nature; the idealists

who love and discover, but for whom America exists only

as a d.ream; and the men who touched, who dared to discover,
accept and embrace the

New

World, the wilderness, the Indian

2B

\May

of life.'

a

The ravagers of the l-and who assaulted the American

ground rather than discovering and loving her are epitomized

by the Conquistadors , CorLez and Ponce de Leon. Stil-l-,
Vfil-liams reminds us that Cortez was not directly responsible
for the carnage in Mexico, nor was Ponce de Leon for the
butcheries he committed. Cortez was the product of a mechanistic

and materially

oriented world.

Though he and others

l-ike him came in the narne of Christ or the names of Kings,
their real motíve was revenge:
Upon the ORCHIDEAN beauty of the new world the
They
old rushed inevitably to revenge itself.
moved out across the seas stirred by instincts ancient beyond thought as the depths they were crossing,
which they obeyed under the names of King or Christ
. whj-le they watched the recreative New unfolding
And
itself before them, deafened and bl-inded.
bitter as the thought may be that Tenochtitlan, the
barbaric city, its peoples, its qenius wherever found
should have been crushed out because of the awkward
names men give their emptiness, yet it was no man's
fault.
It was the force of the pack whom the dead
drive. Cortez was neither malicious, stupid nor
b1ind, but a conqueror l-ike other conquerors. (IAG"27)

Similarly Ponce de Leon was little
O1d

still

more than a weapon in the

V'iorld's onslaught on the New" The crimes he propagated
haunt the conscience of white Ameríca--"the main

isl-ands were t.hickly populated when Christ overfound them"
But the orgy of blood which followed, no man has written.
V'/e

are the slaughterers.

It is the tortured soul of our

2J.*"= Guimond, The Art of William Carlos Will-iams
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, L96B), p" B]-.
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worl-d" (rAG.

4L)

"

The Conquistadors compensated for their moral and
aesthetic emptiness by their mad 'zeaL and thírst for blood"
The harmonious society at Tenochtitlan contrasts to the

barbarity of the Conquistadors. This social order, unli-ke
that of Europe, recognized the savage beauty of the earth
in which i-t was rooted. The connection with the ground and
the locale enab]ed the Indians at Tenochtitl-an to voice their
ornate dreams in works of art, an art which reached its
blood ritual

pinnacle in the person of Montezuma" The tribal
which shocked the pious Spaniards h/as the tribe's

real-ization

of its continuity with the ground--an instance of the price
exacted for existence in the

lrlew

Worl-d" The Indian's

struggle to adjust to his physical surroundings was generative.

FIe

produced a morally and aesthetically

The excell-ence of Tenochtitlanrs

architecture,

sound culture.

its i-ntegra-

tion of science and beauty and its careful blend of animal,
vegetable and human life
while the bl-ood ritual
Morally and aesthetically

indícate its aesthetic soundness,
indicates its moral av/areness

"

Tenochtitlan was rooted in local-

conditions.
Eventually the Spaniards destroyed the cul-ture of
"Streets, public markets,
temples, places, the city spread its dark life upon the

Tenochtitlan.

Vüi11iams explains:

earth of a new world, rooted there, sensitíve to its richest
beauty, but so completely removed from foreign contacts whích
harden and protect,

that at the very breath of conquest it
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vanished" (IAG. 32).

The reason for the destruction of

Tenochtitl-an lies in the character of Cortez and the world
from whi-ch he came. His voice and. the language he speaks
epi-tomize this society.

Montezuma speaks with gentleness

and amused irony ¡ CorLez speaks only to list

the wealth of

Cortez ís mute when it comes to recognizing beauty

the city.

or understanding the society of the Indians " His lifestyle
is acquisitive and his language is mechanistic. His modern
replicas are the spiritual

squatters Williams discussed in

"The American Background"--the possessors of wealth "irres-

ponsible because unrelated to the territory

(sE. r49)

it overran"

.

There is l-ittl-e dífference between the figure of
Ponce de Leon and that of CorLez" The former character is

introduced in old âgê, after he has mechanically reduced the
population of the Ind.ies under the guise of morality
Christianity.

and

Like CorLez, Ponce de Leon has a l-imited

imagination and a mechanistic language. HIs conquests have
created a disharmonious society based solely on economics.
Under Ponce de Leon Lhe passive Indian was enslaved and the

resistant

one was butchered.

His assault on the

New V'/orld

is not without its retributions " His atrocities are revenged
by an ol-d woman who represents the ravaged and abandoned
spirit

of America" His last argosy is a quest for the beauty

of eternal youth.
that he witl

The ol-d woman has promised Ponce de Leon

find a rejuvenating fountain in Florida, but

this quest, the Conqueror is kilted

on

by the arrow of a spite-
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ful Yamsee" As Ponce de Leon's cruelty and ignorance of
beauty do not end with him but have ingrained themselves in
the mind of America, so does the primal spirit

continue to

exact death and deny nourishment to the Conqueror's spiritual descendents. The tortured automatons of P.aterson are
modern representatives of the failed

imagination.

Like

Ponce de Leon "they die also/ incommunicado" (P. 20)

.

The fail-ures of Ponce de Leon and Cortez grow from

covetous zeal and ignorance rooted in self-righteousness.
They have no langauge save the inarticulate

machinery. The failure

cacophony of

of America's next voice, which is

represented by DeSoto, Raleigh and Poe, is rel-ated to its
spirituaL

zeaL. These three were talented and idealistic

men. Their idealism prevented them from accepting the
reality

of America and estranged them from a society

so

desperately in need of their contributions.
In DeSoto there is a conflict
and talents.

between his idealism

Whil-e the man of ideals,

have had. a place on the battlefields

the soldier-poet¡

or in the courts of

16th century Europe, he is an anachronism in the
DeSotors talents as a rnilitary
He has the skill

mây

New Worl-d.

leader are beyond question"

to lead a small- impoverished military

band

to the Mississippi and the bravery to battle in spite of
serious wounds. Joined with DeSoto's talent ís his aesthetic
appreciation.

He is not a conqueror after the style of

Cortez but an explorer with a perceptive imagination.
female spirit

The

recognizes this and constantly lures De Soto
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inl-and until he dies and is buried in the Mississippi " She
is aware that to De Soto's army her beauties are meaningless,
but with De Soto the case is different:
definition

"To the rest without

but to you each thing in itself,

nant with sudden meaning" (IAG.

46)

delicate,

preg-

.

Williams' tale of De Soto is perhaps the most elusive
in In the American Grain.
because some of its

It is difficult

to interpret

terms are nebulous. America ís here

a

demonic muse who lures De Soto onwards by giving him glimpses

of her beauty and promises of a Western Sea. Though De Soto
is captive to the New Worfd's beauty he retains his European
ideals--1oyalty

to his King, Church and soldiers.

The spirit

of America desires a sensual union with De Soto and a victory
over his European conditioning:

"And if,

Lo surviver

You

yourself in the end turned native, this victory is sweetest
of al-I" (IAG. 51).
story.

in the

This is one of the difficul-ties

What is meant by "turning native" is not explicit"

De Soto does not adopt the lifestyle

of the Indian.

When

it

becomes impossible to reach the Western Sea and when he

abandons hope of succor for his army, De Soto quietly

díes.

De Soto does not enter a Christian paradi-se but in

death becomes a part of the ground which he could not accept
His body is committedto the Mississippi,

in life.

where he

enters the New World not as a corpse but as a "solitary
(IAG. 58).

Paradoxically,

sperm"

Dê Soto becomes at one with the

land only in death.
The failure

of De Soto to survive in the New World in

a1
JJ

light

of his aesthetic temperament is more difficult

to

explain than that of the Conquistadors. One might speculate
that Williams wrote the De Soto chapter in order to stress
the tragic j-n human endeavor and so correct the American
tendency to deny the possibility

of fail-ure"

In the context

of the whole De Sotors fail-ure is attributable
lity

to come to terms with the reality

to his inabi-

of America. While

he

realizes her beauties he does not acknowledge her demonic
aspects.

In his mind America appears as a dream rather than

as reality.

Though he has an imaginative vision of America,

De Sotors anachronistic ideal-s prevent him from adjusting to

the realities

of the

New Worl-d and

prevent an aesthetic

and

moral- flowering.
De Soto sets the pattern for the American dreamer
whose ideas do not come to fruition.
man after

this design.

a

De Soto dreams of discovering the

Western Sea for his King but fails
l-and he encounters.

Walter Raleigh is

to make contact with the

Raleigh is inspired by the same spirit

as De Soto and is imbued with the same inventive and questing
mind. Similarly,

he is unable to complete his mission.

Raleigh envisions an English colony in the
ever, the
New Wor1d:

World.

How-

him is the Queen of England and
of primal America. Elizabeth sends him to the

woman who anj-mates

not the spirit

New
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Then say, O Muse, "
that he conceived a
voyage from perfection to find--an England new
againt to found a colony the outward thrust to
seek. But it turned out to be a voyage on the
body of his Queen: England, Elizabeth--Virginia!
(rAG. 60)

Raleigh's idea of England, born agaj-n ín t.he
doomed

to fail-ure"

England, life

New Worl-d

While ElizabeLh aptly inspired Tudor

in America needed another spirit.

The tra-

ditions of the Old World were not suitable to tife
New" Raleigh's failure

only,

"

in the

is symbolically present in the title

he gave his colony--Virginia"
whom she was named,

is

Virginia,

like the Queen for

was to have no issue.

The colony became

a mouthful- of smoke sucked from the embers of a burnt

v/eed" (IAG" 59).
Under Raleigh the "white flower" which Columbus had

discovered degenerated into this "burnt

\úeed.

" His zeal to

found a colony prevented him from accepting the reality
American life.

of

Raleigh is the failed poet of In the American

Graj-n. Though he could dream, visualize and idea:-.íze he was
incapable of successful action"
In lrlilliams'

Consequently, Virginia

died.

thinking art is action by which the imagination

perceives reality"

In these terms it is obvious why Raleigh

is a poet, "\,vhose works are questioned" (IAG. 62) " His mind
was never pinned to anything concrete.
Raleigh, despite his failure,

is to some extent

promising thread in the American fabric"
story we hear that there is a spirit
for him and his genius"

a

At the end of his

in America searching

Raleigh's type occurs in the early

books of Paterson, where the poet is still

without a fluent
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language" Raleighls energy and affirmation

connect him with

It is his distance from reality

the poetic imagination.

which prevents him from making a viable contribution

to

American culture.

The last of Williams' ídealists,

Edgar Allan Poe, is

the most tragic of these romantic dreamers. Poe, unlike
Soto or Raleigh, assimilated the New World spirit.
Vüilliams'view

his tragedy lay in the clarity

De

rn

of his vision.

To escape the mediocrity around him Poe was forced into

an

with which he could not cope. Poe, isolated from

isolation

the mainstream of lífe,

could not make the contributions

American cul-ture which it

to

so desperately needed.

The style of Williams' Poe is that of the imaginative

explorer.

His attempt to discover an American Literature

signifies

his union with America" Vühat is important about

Poe in terms of American experience is not his macabre genius

but his genius in contacting the particularity
His work contains the force and energy of the
is the

New

New

Worl-d, "It

World or to leave that for the better term, it is

a new local.ity that is in Poe assertive,
first

of America.

it is America, the

burst through to expression of a re-awakened genius of

p1ace" (TAG. 2L6)

"

Poe, moved by the necessity to make a fresh beginning
for letters

and backed by a typically

leashes his forces upon the difficulties

American vigorr üh-

which faced him.

He

exposes with accuracy the banal mentality of his contempora:

ries,

from whom he was separated by the clarity

of his vision
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of America. Poe had an ínstinct
rubbish of imported culture.

for clearíng away the

Otd Worl-d literary

and preconceptions about lifestyle

traditions
to him.

\^/ere irrelevant

Accordj-ng to Will-iams Poe demanded the "real" America.

Poe's acquisition of the particularitj-es
caused him to invent and innovate.

Inlhen

of America

Williams writes of

to get
Poe's desire "to escape from the formless mass "
from sentiment to form
" to detach SOMETHING from the
inchaote mass" (rAG" 22L) | he is speaking about Poe's poetic
imagination.

Poe grasped America with his imagination and

saw neither form, language nor idea--only

raw material,

He visualized pristine

America and

sounds and things.

brought to it the imaginative power necessary to explore,
energize and formulate the apparently formless.

His rele-

vance to the American experience is not the bizarre aspects

of his work but his microcosmic reliving

of the process of

America. He does not copy the old but attempts to create
something new. In In the American_G.rail Poers language is

his work.

Poe speaks in the poetry of the visionary rather

than with the cliches of an exploitative
the inarticulate

stutterings

of the exploited.

Poe's death in drunken isolation
cable event.
his locality

is not an inexpli-

His battle to uphold his originality
forced him into spiritual

isolation.

one among the many, Poe's anger with the unoriginal

i1l-tempered, and eventually amonomaniacal force.
refuge was with his wife:

or in

industrialist

and voice
As the
became

His

one

'>1
J1

The one earthly island he found where he might
live in something akin to the state he imag-ined,
the love of his wife, had to be single and inviolate"
Failing of a more comprehensive passion, which might
have possessed him had the place been of favorable
omen, only in this narrow cell could he exist at
al-l"
. When she died there was nothíng left"
(rAG.23L-232)
Poe was a victim of his society.

originality

Born into a worl-d where

was debased by a Europeanized society, his

insights were regarded as quirks " His dream of an intrrnsically poetic culture estranged him from his contemporarj-es "

In Paterson the poet during his frustrating quest after
imagination and language encounters viol-ence. His female
self is assaulted and "marked up":
I must believe that all
desíred women have had each
in the end
a busted nose
and live afterwards marked up
Beautiful Thing (P. 153) "
Poe is the 19th century Paterson, battered and "marked up"

by a frightened worl-d. His imaginative responses and his
language are those of the poet and they separate him from

the mediocrity of his times.

The lack of perception of the

American people separates them from the poetry of Poe and

from the contributions'he
The third

made to American culture.

voice of In the American Grain began its

dialogue far in the past and reverberates through modern
America" It is the voice of the Puritan.
which Vüil-liams most distrusts

This is the voice

and which he feel-s to be most

responsíble for the conditions of contemporary society.
attack on Puritanism is central to his attack on American

His
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attitudes.

In lriilliams'

emphasized the intellect

American's attitude

thinking Puritanism has overand will

towards tife

and so distorted the
and society.

Durinq the conversation in In the American Grain
between Williams and Valery Larbaud, La-Ûbaud expresses

traditional

view of Purítanism"

for the strength and solidarity
their religion,

a

He praJ-ses the Puritans

of their religion.

It

was

he assumes, which made the Puritans fear-

l-ess. Fearlessness produced vigor and because of this vigor,
Larbaud fínds beauty in the Puritans, especially in the

works of Cotton Mather. Unlike Laubaud, Williams locates
moral and aesthetíc deformity in the religion

of the Puri-

tans:

But Puritans, as they were called , if they were
pure it was more since they had nothing in them of
fulfillment
than because of positive virtues. .
Stripped and little
they came resting on no authority
but the secret warmth of their tight-locked hearts "
. The jargon of God, which they used, was
their dialect by which they kept themselves surrounded
as with a palisade"
" the real help had been to
make them small, small and several, several and each
as a shell for his own "soul-." And the soul? a
memory (or a promise), a flower sheared away-nothing" .
And so they stressed "the spirit"-for what else could they do?--and this spirit is
an earthly pride which they prideless, referred to
the next wor1d. (IAG. 63-65)
The Puritanrs fervent belief

on "the spirit"

in his own purity and his stress

as opposed to the "flesh" produced men inca-

pable of united life"

Puritanism caused a division between

body and mind and led to repressed individuals--"pale

negati-

ves" (IAG. 66) of the Indians it usurped. The bent of Puritanism was towards confinement rather than towards germination.
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The Puritan was not an explorer or a poet.

He produced

society with a peaceful uniformity on the surface.
since this socj-ety denied the reality

a

However,

of man's sensual being

it contained a core of violence and frustration.
Williamsr contempt for Puritan tradition

can only be

understood ín conjunction with his poetic dictum "no ideas

but in things " " The task of the artist
creatively

or any man who lives

is to show the true nature and being of things.

Richard Calhoun in,:his article

" 'No Ïdeas but in Things' It
discusses Williams' concept of art: "Art brings to the fore,
the true nature of existing reality

by the act of getting

us

to transcend the natural attitude which with all- its presuppositions keeps us from really seeing the object. "3

The

Puritans, because of their emphasis on the next world. and
their notion of spirit
of reality.

without body, had an abstract vision

Unlike the artist

whose aesthetics and

common

sense force him to examine the real conditions of his time
and place, the Puritan was anesthetized by his religious

tenets and made no exploration of the reality

of the

New

Wor1d. The Puritanrs aesthetic deformity was accompanied by
a moral- defornrity.

Williams is not concerned with evil in

a

theological sense, but in what Calhoun calls "an existential
sense."4 Evil is the separation of anything from j-ts true
3Richard Calhoun, " tNo Idea but in Things' : V'Ii11iam
CarIos Wi lliams in the Twenties, " The Twenties, 57 (L966) , p.
30"

4rbid", p. 32"
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nature or its real pl-ace in the world. The puritan distinction between mind and body as sources of knowledge and
the Puritan denial of man's emotionar- 1ife, save where it
touched the above and beyond, caused a life based on separation.
The Puritan's adjustment and response to his world
was always partial " poetic experience and the revelation
of truth and reality

were always denied him"

one of the films whi-ch hangs between Amerícans and
an undistorted present is the language and style of purita-

nism" williams believes that puritanism made America "the
most lawless country in the world, a panorama of murders,
perversions, a terrific
ungoverned strength, excu;seable only
because of the horrid beauty of its great machines" (rAG.

6B)

rt j-s the abstractj-ng puritan mind which produced a climate
of fear and suppressì-on, and a country governed by technocrats

"

wil-liams conceives of a puritan who was from neces-

sity antipathetic to individuarty" The artist who seeks to
explore and sustaj-n the serf in the world threatened the
of Puritanism" rn his essay, "The Basís of
Faith in Artr" witliams summari-zes poetry's threat to society:
"Poetry is a rival government always in opposition to its
cruder replicas" (sE" 180). puritanism, fearful of the díscovery of its emptiness, could brook no opposition" rt courd
not tolerate the creative activities of exploration and invention" The ordinance against a member's wandering from
the precinct of the church is indicative of the puritan's
commonwealth
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sterility

in sensual and creative life.
Puritan tyranny is historically

blatant in the bur-

nings at Salem. In the harmonious society at Tenochtitl-an
human sacrifice

had been a ceremonial- acceptance of man's

baser instincts

and connection with the ground. The Puritan

had perverted the flame into a compulsive need for destruc-

tion:
In fear and without guidance, really lost in
the world, it is they alone who would later, dL
Salem, have strayed so far--morbidly seeking the
flamer--that terrifying unknown image to which,
l-ike savages, they too offered sacrifices of human
flesh" rt is just such emptiness, revulsion,
terror in all- ages, which in fire--a projection
of the truth--finds that which lost and desperate
men have worshipped. (IAG. 67-68)
The atrocities

at Salem are prototypes for modern official

violence and those burnt are prototypes for modern scapegoats.

In the poem which Wil-Iiams wrote to

commemorate

Sacco and Vanzetti he sees Puritan suppression as havíng

reached its logical

conclusion.

The victimizers

have become

victims:
Americans, you

are the suckers, you are the ones who willbe going up on the eleventh to get the current
shot into yoü, for the glory of the state
and the perpetuation of abstract justice--'
The Puritan bequest to modern America is a society
where man is cut-off from his instincts, his senses and his
geography" This is related to the country's technological
E

5wi

New

lrirm Carlos Williams , Selected

Directions,

196B), p. 97.

Poems (New York:
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advances" Vüil-l-iams regards anything mechanical as a product
of manrs abstracting mind" To him technology has promoted
dissociation by encouraging us to transform even the most
concrete aspects of human experience into ideas.

The Puritan

abhorred sensual contact and set his sights on another world"
He promoted a l-ack of contact with this one.

Vüilliams tells

In Paterson

the story of a Portuguese stonemason who

refuses manufactured stone, "that stuff they sell you in the
stores nowadaysr no good, break in your hands" (P" 266) "
The Portuguese has a knowledge of virtuous material and

desire to feel it in his hands" He is an artisan"
Franklin, who was afraid of contacting the

a

Benjamin

New WorJ-d,

is the

opposite of the stonemason. Like a true descendent of the
Puritans Frankl-in advocated thrift

and an util-itarian

He put the New World to work in a practical

view.

way. Alexander

Hamilton is another product of the Puritanrs fear of contact
and desire for control"

His imagination envisioned the

harnessing of the Passaic Fal1s and the creation of a
facturing city"
directly

manu-

The technology advanced by Hamil-ton is

responsible for transforming the Passaic into a vile

swillhole and for making the citizens of Paterson into automata who "wa1k outside thej-r bodies aimlessly"

(P" 14) "

The images V'IilJ-iams uses for the Puritans are not
ones of growth.

The Puritan is an "empty shellr"

a "sheared

pip" (AG" 63-65) . Later on he is a persistent "abortion" (IAG" Il-2) | and a "dead ash" (fae. 120) "
f 1ower,

" a "l-ittle
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His failure

to wed the

New World.

is attested to by his

pathetic but barbarous attempts at loving women. His 1anguage and his l-ife style are sterile"
rn his language there
is none of the innovation of poe or the awe of columbus.
His attempts at communication are practical- and pragmatíc.
we hear the Puritan's

vain attempts at expression and hopethroughout Paterson, but he dies there,

l-ess stutteríngs
"incommunicado.

"

Williams fi-nds the puritans'
contraint and inci-pient violence"

voice to be one of
He attributes

in contemporary America to the rigidity
than to frontier

conditions.

the viol-ence
of puritanism rather

rn wilriam carlos wilriams

James Breslin comments:

In the Puritan, striving to impose a culture
from the outside, Wil_l_iams sees a terrified
emptiness, a vindictive mediocrity thaL thwarts
and destroys all genuine individuality"
The
Pilgrims created not a civilization,
but a mob,
the eternal pack" 6
The history

of the

New

World, as Wi_lliams reads it,

proceeds mainly as a story of the burial of the wilde;ness
beneath layers of imposed curture" yet, despite the rigid-

ity of the Puritans, the cruelty of the Conquistadors and
the insularity of the idealists, America has been lit by
flickerings of genuine creativity and attachment. some have
reasserted the vision of Columbus.
6James Breslin, I{il-liam Carlos Williams (New York:
Oxford University Press
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Williams feels that the proper moral and aesthetic
response to America is careful and direct exploration.
Through a discipl-ined rejection

of preconceptions something

new is realized about the red wheelbarrow. Similarly

only

by a deliberate rejection of old patterns and habits and

a

conscj-ous exploration of the fresh, can the essence of the
New

World be penetrated"

the

New World"

Only the poetic eye can discover

In In the American Grain a Jesuit priest,

Pere Sebas-

tian Rasles, exemplifies the moral and aesthetic attitude
of the poet"

Like other of Wil-liams' heroic figures Rasles

is a leaderr âfl explorer and an innovator--a man who defines
himself ín separation from the crowd" In view of Williams¡
violent objection to formulated dogma and creeds Rasles
an unusual ideal-.

Houzever, the priestrs

codes are an integral

Old World political
dogmatic bitterness,

part of his being.
and religious

seems

aesthetic and moral
Rasles disposes of

conditioning:

"Relieved of

the priest with a fresh mind could open

eyes and heart to the New lVorl-d" (IAG. f20)"

Raslesr attachment to the
is attested to by his life

New

World and her people

of self-forgetful-

sensuality.

In

contrast to the Puritan Divine who conscientiously explained
to the Indians the secrets of the Church but then refused to
let himself be embraced by the contrite

band, Rasles lived

in intimate contact with the Indians " His love of the Indian
language, his admiration for Indian warfare, and his respect
for native customs and trad.itions indicate hís abandonment
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to the ways of America" He forgets the role of European
and assumes that of the American native.

intellectual

to the will

America because of her newness is resistant

She must be sensed through her things.

intell-ect"

and

Then she

can be experienced by the physical body, in the way of the

Rasl-es' geníus was to recognize that the true North

fndian.

American can only be an Indian.

In response to the

New

h7orld's demands he adopted the ways of the Indian.
When

he entered the world of the native Rasl-es began

where physical survival- was a constant and violent

a life

struggle"

Vüit.h

genteel illusions

dark and foreboding experience.
Iife

stripped away life

was

a

Nevertheless, as Rasl-es'

shows, the struggle to adjust to the physical does not

brutalize;

it encourages generation.

Williams' description

of Rasles stresses the sensuality and fertility

of the priest:

rich, blossoming,

"There was Pere Sebastian Rasles, a spírit,

generous , able to gíve and receive, ful-l- of taste,

in beneficence--

a tongue, a laugh, enduring, self-forgetful
a new spirit

a nose,

in the New World" (IAG. 120)" Because of his

willingness to meet America on her own terms, Rasles
able to penetrate the "Beautiful thing" first
Col-umbus. His poetic sensibility,

vision,

was

imagined by

his moral and aesthetic

required that he include atl of America in his

em-

brace, "every leaf, every vein in every leaf, the throbbing
temples is of that mysteríous flower" (IAG" 120-121) "
Through his exploration and integration

of the particulari-

ties of America Rasles grasped the reality

of the place"
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üfhen he adopted the ways of the fndian the priest

made

his

commitment to the real-ity he discovered:

Already the flower is turning up its petals "
It is this to be moral: to be positive, to be
peculiarl-to be geãê6us, bravãrlft-MÃRRY, to
touch--to give, because one HAS, not because one
ñ'aln'othing " Ana to give to him who HAS , who
will join, who will- make, who will fertilize,
who will be like you yourself: to create, to
hybridize, to crosspollenize,--not to steril-ize,
(IAG. LzL)
to drawback, to fear, to dry up, to rot.
Rasles' morality and positiveness are supported by
the images used in connection with him" In contrast to the
description of the Puritan as a "dead ashr" he is a "living
fl-ame" (IAG" l-20) " He has col-or, richness and form. Like
he is

America, with which he has formed an identity,
"

luscious

f

a

ruit, " a t'f lowertt and t's\nreet \n/ater" (IAG" L20-

L2I) " All- the adjectives used in connection with him
suggest his richness and completion: "blossoming, thriving,

opening, revi-ving--not shutting out" (IAG" l-2I)
Rasles' imaginative response to the
his language offer alleviation
vindictive

violence.

with his instincts

"

New Worl-d and

from Puritan dull-ness

and

To the American deprj-ved of contact

and so denied the ability

to support

and

sustain himsetf in America, Rasles' break with convention
and his plunge into the American wilderness is a promise.
L{aste and destruction are inevitable

when the language of

man's imagination becomes incapable of apprehending "Beauti-

ful- thing""

Rasl-es speaks to the defeated and downtrodden"

He has united with America and her things and made the pre-

sent a fresh beginning"

His language is that of the poet.
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Daniel Boone is Rasles' spiritual

counterpart.

Because of his approach to the New World Boone is regarded

as a poet, "a lineal descendent of Columbus on the beach at
Santo Domingo, walking up and down with eager eyes while his
men were

ate

gathering water" (IAG. f37).

Because of his passion-

attachment to America Boone's style has been buried
Instead of being remembered as

under a false legend.

an

explorer and innovator, Boone is eulogized as Indian l<iller
and frontiersman.
Boone's insight and not his material achievements

Williams' Poe earned the right to

are significant.

called an American by breaking with tradition
his individuality.
particularity

be

and asserting

His genius was to make contact with the

of America. Boone's passion for the new is

evident in his rejection of the security,

thrift

and self-

denial of the colonists and his imaginative exploration of
the inland country.
difficulties

His genius was to recognize that the

which faced America were not political

and

material, but moral and aesthetic"
The Puritans were blinded by confining traditions

and could not see that new moral and aesthetic responses
were necessary in America. Boone's success stems from his

ability

to embrace the

New

World.

In him there is no desire

to change or master his surroundings.

His explorations of

Kentucky and Tennesee are analogous to Paterson's study of

the Passaic Falls.
the material of life,

Both the wil-derness and the Fal-ls are
the unformed mass which the poet must
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explore if he is to create an imaginative and harmonious
relationship

with his world.

Similar to Rasl-es, Boone is a l-eader, âñ explorer
and an innovator. He defines himsel-f in isolation from the
independent he is neither

crowd. Though he is fiercely
imperious nor defiant.

His gesture is to turn his back

society and head into unexplored territory.

on

fn the "terri-

tory ahead" Boone continues in his imaginative exploration
through his senses.
Boone's moral and aesthetic codes show him as a

of poetic sensibility"

man

His rejection of Puritan rigidity

decision to pursue his private desires indicate his
acceptance of America. Since Boone follows his intuition
and.

and discovers America through her things, he is a successful

suj-tor.

His union with the

New

World is plain in both the

character of his action and the guise he assumes:
Filled with the wild beauty of the New Worl-d
to overbrimming so long as he had what he desired,
to bathe in, to explore always more deeply, to see,
to feel-, to touch--his instincts were contented.
Sensing a limitless fortune which daring could make
his o\^In, he sought only with primal lust to grow
cl-ose to it, to understand it and to be part of its
mysterious movements--like an Indian" (IAG" 137)
In "The Discovery of Kentucky" something implied earlier
The l-ives of all- the newcomers to America
becomes clear"
involve struggle and conflict"
confl-ict causes atrocities;
conflict

leads to sterility

America with firmly

In Cortez and Ponce de

Leon

in the Puritans the avoidance of
and mediocrity"

Those who approach

established ideals are engulfed by her
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Only Pere Sebastian Rasles and Danief Boone

brutality.

to an American way of life.

the transition

make

But recognition

and an honest account of their lives are usually denied

those who find a locality

in America" Rasles was unknown

until- he was resurrected by Vüilliams.
in chains.

Columbus went home

Boone was robbed of his l-ands and has been dis-

possessed of his language. His autobiography is written

in

the language of an improvising chronicler rather than in his
In Williams' view the poet attempting to

own rude phrases.

find a usable past listens not to the voice of the Puritan,
The Indian, whose daily contact

Conquistador or idealist"

of minute detail,

with his world demanded the integration
is America's natural artist.
he led a life

In a country deemed uncivilized

based on the actualíties

of hís surroundings.

Boone and Rasles realized that America could only be grasped

by the imagination"

Acts of wi1l, the xazing of the wilder-

ness or the suppression of the Indians were only temporary
stays.

If the

New

otd form, traditions

World was to escape the decadence of an
and customs had to be re-evaluated"

Boone and Rasles lived in the truth of what they saw. Boone

accepted the murder of his son by Indians; Rasles accepted

Indian warfare.
recogni-zing truth.
woodsman

In savage America a man acquits himsel-f by
The aesthetic code of the priest

is an ingrained aspect of their lives.

American reality

through their lifestyles.

tion, sensuality and life
ability

to approach the

among

and the

Both exhibit

Their determina-

the Indians attest to their

New World.

with imagination.

In
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Boone's and Rasl-es' discoveries of America one sees the po-

tential

and possibilities

of life

when the ne\^/ is confronted

rather than avoided or denied. When the

ne\^/

is confronted,

the moment is sei-zed and the imagination is purged. As we
l-earn from "The Desert Musicr" the shaping of what is shapeless brings new rhythms to the dance of life:
There it, sat
. shapeless or rather returned
to its original shape, armless, legless
headless, packed like the pit of fruit into
that obscure corner--or
a fish to swim against the stream--or
a child in the womb prepared to imítate life,
warding its life against 1
a birth of awful- promise.'

If the birth is an awful one, and Vüilliams asserts that the
confrontation with the primal beginning is terrifying,

sti11,

it brings revitalization

There

and an outpouring of energy.

is an emerg:ence into a new j-maginative state, one less capable of being deformed by preconceptions.

Boone and Rasles

are an ingrained aspect of the American mind. These two
voices from the past offer a language and a lifestyler
alternative

ân

to offset the limited American imagination.

The importance of In the American Grain to Vlilliams'

artistic

development cannot be overstated.

Here he develops

the symbols from which all his later art grows " The female
spirit, the questing poet, the transforming power of the
imagination and the necessity for a poetic language are key
aspects of aI1 his subsequent art.

ft would seem that with-

7Wi11i"* Carl-os Wi1liams, Pictures
(New York: New Directions , L962) , p. 119-
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out IJr the American Grain, Paterso+. coul-d not have been
written.
However, despite its importance in WíIl-iams artistic
development, In the American Grain is a limited work.
The limitations

red to Paterson.

are apparent when the work is

In the poem many characters are gathered

together and given concrete identity

in a single character"

In the book there are many individual
relationship

characters and the

between them is often nebulous.

clarifying

compa-

the mind of historical

Instead of

America, the variety of

characters seems to confuse issues " We see Col-umbus at a
certain point in his life", CorLez at another; Daniel- Boone
at another.

By studying different

in history,

men from different

times

Williams was attempting to create a conglomerate

American man, but he does not succeed. Paterson is a cosmic

mani In the American Grain has no such character.
The key to this problem l-ies in the techniques which

differentiate

In the åmerican Grain from Paterson. In the
former work Williams depends on personification.
His person-

ification
is a

of the American earth is a good example. America

woman

of tenderness and recoiling

cruelty"

She inhabits

the lakes, streams and ground of America, but she is never
made concrete.

The earth mother remains an ethereal being"

The feminine woods that Daniel Boone loves so are woods only

in an abstract sense.
Wil-liams tells
discursive"

us.

We know

Daniel is there because

In I.n the Ameri-can.Grain Vriilliams is

His theme is clear, but he states too much and
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shows too little.

cation"

By contrast Paterson has a specific 1o-

The poem is rooted in actuality.

The feminine and

masculine components of this world have concrete correlatives
in the natural- world.
and giving it

tr{e see

in his worl-d

Paterson living

form by naming the things of his environment

and their relationships

to each other"

In the American Grain

fails to del-ineate relationships and Williams adopts a didactic tone. It is to some extent an instructive work. In
Paterson Williams takes a specific location and discovers in
it metaphors for the complexity of human l-ife.
American Grain he personifies

In In the

the land, creates a host of

characters and makes judgements about their relationship

to

this nebul-ous f eminine spirit " Paler!_cg is based on the
concrete details of an actual- community. The hero explores
his community and anything which has to be tol-d is revealed
indJ-rect1y.

In !4e American G5_ain is Williams' struggle
with the memory of America and tell-s us how things should be.
In In the American Grain he still
control-li.g,

has much to learn about

d.irecting and presenting his material-s.

In the American Grain deals not only with the American scene but also expresses Williams' way of dealing with

universal problem. Louis MarLz in The

Poem

a

of the Milg helps

to clarify the point: "In the American Grain works with
American Figures but the basic issues of the book are univer-

sal-.

It seeks a way of moving from an old world into a

new

worl-d; it seeks a way of leaving the finished forms of culture and dealing with the roar, the chaos of the still-to-be-
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achieved.

"

B

Vrlil-l-iams' concern is with

man I s

responses to

the unstructured and the new. rn the American Grain directs
man to eliminate his public and private histories

himself in the present.
his life

and immerse

Williams' hero, Daniel Boone, creates

from the present and is a man with an aesthetic

moral vision.

and

He is a poet--the hero with the potency neces-

sary to wed female America. Boone is freed from tradition
and from its adjuncts, reason and intellect.
tive,

spontaneous and sensual.

He is imagina-

Imagination, sensuality

and

spontaneity are Vüi-11iams' card.inal- virtues and constitute
his message in Tn the American Grain. They all-ow man to find
reality

in chaos, the unifying force in undifferentiated

matter, and a "Beautiful thing" in America"
V'Ii11-iams' vehement distrust

is related to his distrust

of tradition

of historical

American Grain he makes an effort

fn In the

to abolish hi:story

those things which connect man to history,
historical

time.

and reason

and

His anti-

leanings are obvious in his insistence that the

present is always the beginníng, that an untouched and
regenerative world always exists.

According to Will-iams

I

time sense, time as linear history has no substance. His
selection of Daniel Boone as the prototype for the American
hero reinforces this concept. Boone participated

in

an

el-emental world--America harmonized with Boone's sensuality

Bl,ouis Martz, The Poem of the Mj-nd (New York: Oxford

University,

l-966)

,

p"

7E':-
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and primal imagination.

The quality

of Boone's exístence

lives today and continues to remind Americans of their
relationship

with the ground. Boone is not restrícted

by

the conditions of time and space" Because of the force of
his imagination he remaíns a living

figure"

Wil-liams' wish

to escape the confines of history and relate to an unconfined
age is apparent in a group of images " In the. Ame.rican Grain
is permeated by images of the Indian and the Indian's rela-

tionship with the cosmic rhythms of nature.
promises renewal and regeneration"

Natural- time

In Williams' work,

is linked with nature by means of his imagination.

man

The book

centers about the timeless world of nature and imaginatj-on"
In this world there is onJ-y beginning and end, and the end
is always a new beginning"
In the American Grain turns about a paradox"
book tries

to abolish history,

to view history as something

which binds man to outmoded traditions,
participation

in the pristine

The

while it denies him

beginning of the past"

ever, Lhe book abol-ishes history by creating a past.

HowThe

paradox ís understood when the character of the past Vüilliams

creates is comprehended. The past is not a way of l-ife to
which man owes allegi-ance, nor is it a series of events
separated from modern man by time"

The past is the time of

beginning, and this moment is contained in the present

and

open to the man of poetic sensibility"
The major themes which concern Williams for the next

forty years are contained in In the American Grain: the dis-
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covery of the new, life
vital

as process and the quest for

language. Here he cl-arifies

lVil-l-j-ams' nomina1ist principles

his view on culture"

and his insistence on the

locale as a source of art are established.
pattern of imagery, refÌecting

His basic

the process of growth,

blossom and decay is formul-ated. All of these
image patterns will

Williarns'

ma

recur in the different

jor work, Paterson.

a

'L.hemes and

context of

Chapter III
A

STUDY OF PATERSON

]-IV

In his autobj-ography Dr. Williams described the
genesis of his poem Pgterson: "The first

idea centering upon

the poem, Paterson, came alive early: to find an image large
enough to embody the whole knowable world about me. The

longer I lived in my place, among the detail-s of my life,

I

realized that these isol-ated observatíons and experiences
needed pulling together to gain profundity" (a" 392) . The
image which Williams determined on was Paterson, not simply

the city,

but Paterson as man and as city,

both of whom are

animated by the Falls of the Passaic, and both of whom re-

quire the sustenance supplied by womanhood. Paterson
originally

was

planned as a poem in four parts, but in l95B

V was published.

Book

In his note to his publ,isher Will-iams

explained: "I have come to understand not only that

many

changes have occurred in me and the world, but I have been

forced to recognize that there can be no end to such a story
I have envisioned with the terms which f l-aid down for myself.

I had to take the wor]d of Paterson into a new dimen-

sion if I wanted to give it imagínative validity"

(P. 3-4).

Wil-liams' acknowledgment that the poem could have no real
end is closely bound to the poem's central theme, the search

for a redeeming language.
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5l
In Paterson the most expressive image of the power
of poetry and language is that of radium" The presence of
radíum in inert ore parallels

the presence of beauty

energy in language and things.

When

a luminous energy is given forth.
poetry, which is living

and

the ore turns to lead

Radium is analogous to

core of language buried in dead

metaphor and empty words. Radium releases a curative light.;

poetry releases the creative energy of the imagination
which c,an light the death-in-life existence of the people in
Paterson. Poetry as active radium incorporates Wil-l-iams'
hope for a redeeming language, one which might transmute
American life

into somethinq more poetic and beautiful"

The behavior of radium has further reference to the

question of a redeeming language. Radium is unstable
eventually decays into lead"

Similarly,

and

the poetry of one

peri-od is leaden language if it. is copied by the poets of
new generation.

In Wil-l-iams' aesthetic,

a

if art is to

release the contemporary imagination and energize the current
idiom, it must be in constant flux.

This is Williams'

rationale for continuing to write Ptttejson.

The search for

poetry and the exploration of a colnmunity's linguistic
sources to discover its living
ending process.
primordial force.

re-

idiom constitute a never-

Finding the idiom means find.ing a community's
But, this forces refuses capture or de-

"Beautiful thing" can be glimpsed in rare moments,
but never frozen on a page of poetry. A completed poem may
finition.

be one revelation of the primordial "Beautifuf thingro but
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the force immed.iately acquires another hidden form" Here
Wil-l-iams' concept of poetic language meets with his concept

In his thought each moment in time is fresh

of time"

untouched, and, yet, pregnant with possibility.
moment is a beginnirg,

and

Since each

each offers the poet an opportunity

to renew himsel-f and his poetry.

However, each moment can

only be expressed in a revitalized

poetic idiom.

On these

terms Paterson is not and can never be a finished

poem"

Early in Paterson we are told that the protagonist
" an/ inter-

is seeking, "The ciLy/ the manr ân identity
penetration both ways"

" L2). A union between Paterson
and hís city depends on the reconciliation of several pola-

rities"

(P

"The drunk, the sober; the iltustrious/

(p" I2)--these are all aspects of the city"
a suspension of the intell-ect

and.

the gross"

It is only with

the aid of an imaginative

and potent language, one capable of shattering traditional

concepts of reality,

that these disparate elements can be

made one and Paterson written.

Paterson is rooted in the

locale and the present, and through it l^iil-liams wishes to
harmonize Americans with their environment. He does this by
naming the things of the locale and so giving them imaginative

Since on the imaginative level he recognizes the

validity.
coflìrnon

life

force in the things of his environment, Wil-liams

reduces plurality

to singularity.

The protagonist of the

poem is not a particul-ar poet, but the prototype of the poet"

He is a projection

of Will-iams' poetic consciousness

demonstrates the poetic process.

and

Dr. Paterson is a symbol
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relevant and perpetually changing arti s t

of the universally

whose work is never finished"

This is clear in the strucDr" Paterson's quest for the

ture of Paterson which reflects

redeeming language" The structure is one of descent and
emergent order, blockage and release from blockage" At

times Paterson seems to have discovered his words and be
the verge of writing

a poem of celebration,

lost in an unexpected and frightening
lity

then all is

descent.

This inabi-

is in keeping with Williams' concept of poetry"

to finish

Life continually

changes and poetry and language must reflect

these changes. Inevitably
ongoing life

on

process.

language is a step behind the

Paterson cannot simultaneously per-

cej-ve his world and embody it in poetry"

the universal artist,

Nevertheless,

Paterson's poetic integrity

from his attempts to do this.

as

arises

Paterson is a poet because

he refuses to give in to tinguistic
is aware of them. This clarifies

limitations,

though he

the movement of the poem's

language. Language may be obtuse, suddenly swift and then
bl-ocked, meditative,

then chaotic and terrifying"

But Pater-

son is a poet struggling to embrace and. express a world
whose only constant is perpetual change "

Frustration

the poet in al-t his endeavors to find the living

dogs

idiom of

his community" Sometimes his language breaks down, a fact
records " In the end he passes on
which Paterson faithfully
his quest to a younger poet, but his salvation lies in the
fact that he has continued his search in the face of inevitable failure"
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Williams in Paterson wishes to reconstruct values in
the large fields

of poetry, aesthetics and morals.

In the American Grain he wants to forge a

nehz

As in

conscience and

a heightened consciousness for Americans. Williams must
create what he has failed to inherit

and rely on his imagina-

tion to discover new poetic forms.
multi-dimensional figure,
and a lover"

The hero he creates is

ât once a city,

a

a doctor, a poet

The range of his theme necessitated an all-

inclusive character, a hero wíth many personae" Since
Paterson records imaginative l-ife the poem shifts
to poetry, verse paragraph to lyric,

from prose

dialogue to meditation"

The l-ife of the imagination lacks the conventional form of

intellectual

or academic discourse, and consequently Pater-

son has a labyrinthine
poem

structure"

One way

of "combing" the

or entering its imaginative realm is by following the

directions of certain symbolic metaphors. These--the City,
the Park and the River rvith its Falls--are

initially

presen-

ted in their geographical- and elemental dimensions, but

as

the poem continues they are metamorphosed and acquire
additional levels of meaning. These metaphors are the basis
for the interplay between man and his world, and man and his
imagination.

They reveal the poet's quest for a potent

language" His ability
equals his ability

to integrate his environment, which

to write poetry, is shown in Paterson's

symbolic pattern"
The focal symbol in the

city.

Sister Bernetta Quinn

poem

comments

is Paterson, man and
that the name Paterson
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"with its Latj-n and German components, unites the generating
principle Ipater] withi the resul_t of generatj_on Ison] : man
is both subject and object in the design of reality,

since

through perception, according to Willíams, he creates what
lies about him" " f The man Paterson is revealed through the
city he creates, just as the poet is reveal-ed through his
poetry. The city of Patersonr êrrì industrial town on the
banks of the Passaic, is an animating world force and a pro-

vider of goods. The city is conceived of as a mal-e lying
his right side, sleeping on the banks of the passaic and

on

facing a female giant who is also asleep" The world outside
Paterson is a natural park and is represented as a cosmic
\^/Oman:

And there against him stretches the l_ow mountain"
The Park's her head, carved, above the Falls, by

the quiet riverr

(P

" L7)
Nature, the female princíple in paterson is represented as a
work of art carved from stone by the river"
As an art form
she is destíned to remain after Paterson has vanished, but

her having achieved form is due to the attentions of her
mate. According to Williams the vírgin and formless soil
can be persuaded to assume form and release beauty only

when

she is perceived Ì¡y a man with imaginative perception.

Paterson¡s potency is apparent in the energy of the Falls
and the waters of the Passaic. The fact that the park has

fsi=t"r Bernetta Quinn, "On Paterson, Book One" in
William Carl-os Williams--A Coll-ectioñ-õE-Etical Essays,
tice-Ha1l, Inc., 1966) , p. 108.
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been carved by these waters is an indication
elemental- world of Paterson the sexual circuiL

that

l-n

the

is

l_n

a state

of fusion.
The

meeting place between the mal-e and female prin-

cíples, the Passaic River with its Falls,
metaphor.

In I Wanted to Write

A Poem

is another symbolic

Will-iams spoke of the

Passaic:

I took the river as it fol-lowed its course down to the
sea; all I had to do was follow it. and I had a poem.
Each part of the poem was planned as a unit complete in
itself, reporting the progress of the river. .
A
stream has to begin somewhere; that somewhere seemed
important. The concept of the beginning of a river is
of course a symbol of all beginnings "'
In accordance with the seasonal motif mentioned in the epigram, Book I is spring, the season of beginnings"

Here at

its source in Paterson the river begins its run to the sea"
The Passaic symbolizes Dr. Patersonrs start on hj-s quest and

its course reffects

his progress.

The river as a metaphor

is complex. ft released the female form from stone.

As

a

source of energy which can bring form to chaos, the river

contains masculine potency and can be equated with the gi-ant
Paterson's seminal fluid.

On another level the river

con-

tains the giant's stream of consciousness and his stream of
language. It is the ground of the mind and the ground of
l-ife.

Flowing water is a fundamental- metaphor in P_algrson.

Everything is contained in its roar.

The Fall-s over which

2wil-liam carlos Williams, I I¡ijinted
To Wrile A .Poem,
(Boston:

ed. Edith Heal

Beacon Press, 1967)

, p. 13.
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the water flows represent Paterson's hope for a redeeming
language" The Fall-s produce energy from a flowing stream of
matter and provide Paterson with its livelihood"

Paterson's

hope is that the human imagination l-ike the animism in nature

core of poetry from a chaotic stream

can extract the living

of undifferentiated

language.

Through the geography of Paterson and its environs

Williams presents his idea of an organic unity between man
in the natural world and man as a social being " There is
the city Paterson, rich in resources and dynamic in his
approach to the natural female worl-d. The female Park is

the external reality

which provides man with nourishment

requires sensual appreciation.

and

Throughout the poem man's

approach to the primal woman or any of her human replicas is

emblematic of the potency of his language. The geographic
harmony of Paterson is evident in the stream which unites

the mal-e and female principles.

The Falls indicate the role

played by vital- action in a harmonj-ous rel-ationship.
animate the stream of the Passaic, lifting

They

its water as air,

dispJ-aying its polychromatic glory as a rainbow and reducing

it again to waterdrops.

However, this harmonious world is

Paterson at its prístine

beginning"

and is relatively

The river begins here

clear and unpotl-uted, possessing the new-

ness and the promise of spring"

As it moves towards the sea

and the seasons progress, and as Paterson grows ol-der and
becomes defiled by his contact with the world, the nature of

the river changes.

'
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of Paterson are not participants

The modern citizens

in this pristine

and unspoiled environment" Their meager

imaginati,ons and deformed language prevent them from recog:nizing the forces and basic unity of their community. As the
spiritual

descendents of the pragmatic Puritans, Patersonians

are divorced from the mighty forces which animate them.
Their language is rooted in outworn traditions

and expresses

abstract conception at the expense of a sensual contact with
the things of the present locale.

Like the American populace

of In the American Grain the people of Paterson have divorced
mind from body. They have an abstract contact with remote
cultures and none with their own environment. They are people
who would remain infertil-e

seeds rather than run the risks

of germination and growth.

Dr" Paterson on his search for

a

redeeming language must break free from Puritan confinement
and drop the distinctions

between mind and body as sources of

knowledge. Above all he must fearn that the past lives in
the present, not as a string of historical
the moment of the beginning.

as

If he is to become the local

representative of the universally
temporary artist,

events, but

relevant, perpetually con-

Paterson must establiish a sensual- contact

with his envíronment, and be ready to adapt himself to the
primordial spirit

in her limitless

and continually

changing

manifestations.
Book I quickly makes the shift

from the pristine

world of Vlilliams' imagination to the world of actuality.
After the fírst

few pages the metaphor--man is a city--

t----:-.:,:
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becomes a simile--man is like

The move from meta-

a city.

Dr. Paterson is

phor-t.o simile points to dissociation.

no

longer the elemental city but a part of the present, where
there is separation between man and his environment.

The

simil-e is reinforced by the association between Paterson's
imagination and the Fall-s.

The poet's imagination is anal-o-

gous to the Passaic as it approaches and descends the Falls:

Jostled as are the waters approaching
the brink, his thoughts
interlace, repel and cut under,
--they coal-esce now
glass-smooth with their swíftness,
quiet or seem to quiet as at the close
(P. 16)
they leap to the conclusion
The association between the Fal-l-s and the poet's imagination

del-ineates the character of this imagination.

The Fàlls are

a physical- embodiment of the twin processes of dispersal

and

metamorphosis. The Fa1ls break down the material of the
Passaic and re-form it in order to drive the turbines which
provide Paterson with a living.

The poet possesses a similar

power. VÍith his imagination he can lift
environment into energetic linguistic

the things of his

forms, celebrating his

community in a verbal dance. However, early in the poem

Paterson is a callow youth.

He has neither the imagination

nor the language to cut through jaded ideas of reality

and

realize the primordial energy which is concealed in the deformed spirits

and bodies of Patersonians.

Book r is largely devoted to Paterson's ruminations

on characters drawn from the historical

past.

The historical
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figures contrast to their elemental father, the city of
Paterson, who is the epitôme of masculinity.

fnstead of

searching out the pulse of the land these men, numbed into
a narcotic trance by Puritan material-ism, exploit and rape
Their pragmatism corrupts the possibility

her.

native response to nature"

When

of an imagi-

pearls are discovered in

Notch Brook the landscape is pillaged:

"News of this sale of

pearls created such excitement that search for the pearls
\^/as started

.

\^zere

little

or

throughout the country.
gathered by the millions
no result"

(p. I7).

The Unios (mussels)
and destroyed often with

The description of the female

Park, she has "Pearls at her ankl-es" (P. L7) , indícates that
this was an attack on the great mother of America. The historical

figures of Paterson have not confined themselves to

exploitation"

Later in Book I we learn of an equally ignomin-

ious response to nature, that of passively ignoring her.
Among

her many disguises female America is a flower, but the

women

of Paterson are frequently l-eft unfertilized:

The flower spreads its colored petals
wide in the sun
But the tongue of the bee
misses them
They sink back into the l-oam
as they wilt and disappear
Marriage has come to have a shuddering
(P. 20)
Ímplication
The sexual overtones of this image are overt.

Throughout the

worJ( of Williams fl-owers are associated with the female prin-

ciple.
are left

Here both the cosmic vroman and the women of Paterson

unfertil-ized

ancl so allowed to degenerate into form-

less muck. The ind.ifferenc-e and impotence of Patersonrs

men
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leads to sterile marri-age. The image of marriage which permeated In the American Grain is carried on in Paterson.
union and commu-

Here marriage is equated with integration,

Anything less than this ís divorce, a category

nication"

into which the marriage of "shuddering implication"
The sexual inabil-ities

its verbal failures.

of historical

fits"

Paterson are allied

to

Marriage is an impossible union because

the means of union, a poetic language, has not been discovered" The mind of Paterson's citizerrs contain a torrent
of words, but this stream has not been combed into order.
Patersonians are immersed in a midden-heap of dead language"
Since the community lacks perception and linguistic

energy

the decay of its imagination is a foregone concl-usion: "The
language is missing them/ they díe/ incommunicado" (P. 20) "
The picture that Paterson finds in a G-eog,raphis (P.

22) attests to the possibility
relationship

of a fruitful

between man and his world.

and harmonious

The African chief

possesses his world in abundance. His nine wives show his

ability

to develop an organic relationship

and natural worlds.

The triumph of human love and imagination

is apparent in the picture's
straddle a phallic

biatant sexuality.

log, indicating

The women

that the chief can support

and love his women. The presence of a fluid
guage is implied.

between the social

and potent lan-

The chief's wives straddle the 1og in

a

descending order of freshness, revealing womanhood in all its

phases. The chief grasps the nine as one and displays the
environment in its mul-tiplicity

as his single queen. He has
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given generously to his wives and the picture has achieved
form as a kind of poem or celebration of the l-ocale.
ever, the form is not finished"

How-

The youngest queen embodies

the primordial energy of the community in its latest disguise, "The uppointed breasts/ of that other, tense, charged
wiLh/ pressure unrelieved/ and the rekindling
was evident" (P. 23)

Historical

they bespoke/

.

Patersonrs obliviousness to the kind of

poetic and elemental comrnunication surrounding the African
chief is evident in the deaths of

" Cumming and Sam
Patch. Mrs. Cumming's leap into the Fal-Is points to the
destructiveness resulting

Mrs

from lack of communication and l-ove"

The prose piece which tel1s of her death il-l-ustrates this

point.

Her husbandrs inadequate perception of her emotional

state is recorded in his own pedantic voice.

While she pre-

pares to leap to her death, he suggests, "My dear, I believe
it is tj-me for us to set our face homeward" (P . 24) .
Cumming's language mj-rrors his imperceptive imagination"

his case this is disastrous because he is a minister,
of the Word, whose duty is to comfort the distressed.
failure

man

The

of masculine America is pinpointed in this death.

Despite her husbandrs vocation Mrs.
minister"

(P" 24).

Cumming

dies "wj-thout

Mrs. Cumming is an unfertilized

unloved woman provoked to make a fatal

and

decision.

The case of Sam Patch is somewhat different.

vital

a

In

Sam's

and local idiom show that he was a man married to the par-

ticulars

of his locale.

Sam

was a potent male who knew the
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vicissitudes

of his female.

Hís nickname, Noah Faitoute

Paterson or "Jersey Lightening to the boys" (P. 25) , ís
testament to his potency.

He embodies the Biblical

a

Noah's

capacity to survive the flood, in Sam's case a flood of
fal-se language and the flood of the Falls.
leap into the life

Sam's original

of his locale was an act of courage

daring, one which proved his imaginative integrity"
ever, once Sam left

his native territory

and

How-

and made his

imaginative daring into a means of monetary gain, his death
was a foregone conclusion.

He "!,lhored" his \,voman and his

poetic imagination deserted him" At Genesee Fal1s

Sam met

with death"
The linguistic

and sexual failures

of the men of

Paterson are conveyed in images of decay and sterility"

The

second section of Book I begins with the searching poet's

disquieti-ng opinion of the people who inhabit his community"
The Puritan was a seed which never germinated and modern

man

is described in analogous imagery: "a bud forever green/
" perfecL/ in juice and substances but divorced , dívorced/
form its feflows" (P" 28).
tive faculties,
"tight-curled"

In Paterson, Book f mants crea-

though green and potentially

fertile,

remain

(P" 28) and useless to him in poetic and sexual

acts " The people of Paterson have the ability to perceive
and create, but still they do not communicate with their
fel-l-ow beings and cel-ebrate their world"

This is borne out

by Paterson, who misses the potency of an impassioned lover"
His attempts at sexual union are punctuated by lethargy

and
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blockage and he remains an isolated being"

Though he imbues

sex with all the creatíve energy of the Falls,
can do with his lover is sit and talk

(P" 30).

the most

he

Moreover,

their conversation is marked by silence and stuttering"
Paterson's failure

to consummate a sexual union is an out-

growth of the failure

of his language to communicate" There

is no physical union and the flow of dissociated language
"brings in the rumors of separater/ worlds" (P" 36).
Dr" Paterson is only a caricature of his el-emental
father"

He has more in common with Peter the Dwarf.

Peterrs intellectual

pretensions and sexual inadequacies

are apparent in his deformed body--he has a twenty-seven
inch head and childlike

" Peter reflects I¡lilliams'
who is separated from tife by

li-mbs

opinion of the intell-ectual

the dead weight of systemized knowledge" Similarly,

it is

Paterson's preoccupatíon with encyclopedic language and
"pithy philosophies" (P. 34), whích prevents him from mal<ing
l-ove and writing

poetry.

The imagination and the senses are

the sources of real poetry.
atized intell-ectual

In Book I Paterson is a system-

individual- of limited potency.

fn view

of this it is not surprising to find the "flowers" of the
community unappealing and di-stempered mutations of the cosmic
\^ioman. There is Billyr

ân untiring

nagger who "has gone

through the menopause" and has had "a stroke of facial paralysis" (P" 38) " There is the young girl whose "great belly
mourns/ with its expressionless black navel l-ove's/ deceit"

(P"

39)

" And there is the neurotic and frustrated

Cress

7I
whose painful

letters

are blotched throughout the early

books.

The last section of Book I begins with Patersonrs

temporary emergence from a world where fragmentation is the

norm. His quest is given fresh impetus and put into perspective by his ruminations on the character of art:
How

strange you are, you idiot!

So you think because the rose

is red that you shall have the mastery?
The rose is green and will bloom,
overtopping you (P. 41).
Paterson realizes that the present moment is not a red rose,
but a green one. Similarly,

the language for which he is

searching and the poems he wants to write cannot be crystalThe poet

l-ized into the finished form of the red rose"
participate

may

in the flowering of his world and the flowering

of poetry, but he is eventually lost in the process of
change. He can cultivate
it will- remain green
written"
life,

and.

the things of his environment, but
blooming when his poetry has been

Art is a way of participating

in the process of

and Paterson, informed by the particulars

of his locale

--melting snow, dripping like the Falls in the rhythm of the
human

heart beat--produces a lyric

which celebrates his

community and his vocation as poet (4I-42) .

His lyric

has

been stimulated by a vision of a woman's face, a sign that

poetic language emergies when the locale is embraced.

The

elemental Paterson completes himself in the company of the
female Park; the man Paterson is fulfill-ed
a simifar union"

when he attempts
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Paterson's temporary renewal is changed to blockage
and optimism becomes despair as he witnesses instances of

divorce in both the present and historicalstandstill

PaLerson" At

a

he picks label-s off empty jars while anxious

medical patients await his attentions.

In his depression

he

envies the expatriate poets:
the men that ran
"
towards the peripheries-to other centers (P. 48)
: could run off
and

,

These poets were able to find clarity

and authority in

foreign communities, while Paterson, bound to his native
city,

feels himself dissociated from any informing tradition"

He rel-ates himse1f to Sam Patch, the dare-devil

jumper whose

body was found frozen in an ice cake" Like Patch frozen in

ice, Paterson considers himself to be completely isol-aLed
from the roar of the rive-r and the life

of hís community"

Even a drive into the countrysi-de does not help.

Here the

the fastidious poet discovers only unmentionabLe things,
(P. 51) " The
emotion with whi-ch Book I ends is one of terror.
The sus"Iumps of rancid meat" and "\r'aste farina"

taíning imagination, the earth, is here the father of all
speech. The father is a chatterer,

shut up in a chamber to

which the world has no access. Before him pours down the
torrent of language. Shrouded amid the din of the Fa1ls,
the father of all speech is a dunce kíng, who cannot bring
sal-vation to his people.

It is the imagination which

contains the word and the life,
to be inaccessible"

and here that spirit

is felt
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Book I begins by presenting the elemental nature of

the community. In this pristine

world there is a union

between female and male and a constant flow of refreshing

water, which is poetry.

However, historical

remove from this world, has lost its

Paterson, ât

a

grasp on the redeeming

language. Historical- Paterson is radium passed into lead
and poetry atrophied into dead language" When Book II opens

the questing poet has perceived the delineaments of elemental Paterson and the pathos of the prevailing

situation.

FIe

has found nothing poetic in his town's history and no poetic
to provide him with authori-ty and clarity.

traditions

Still,

he has l-ike the Passaic Rj-ver the rudiments of poetry,
torrents of undifferentiated

language. In Book II

he

attempts a direct onslaught on his female environment, hoping
that she wíl-l stimulate the recesses of his imagination

and

all-ow him to comb a poem from the fertil-e muck which surrounds him.

According to the epigram Book II begins in

sunmer. In Book II the season of fruition has begun and the
river j-s approaching its breaking point at the Falls. Before
the river starts its desperate run to the sea, before his
imaginative po\,vers decay and his seminal- fl-uid runs out, the
poet must accomplish his task--invent
the life

a poetry which reveals

pulse of his community.
Patersonrs escape from the confines of history

and

his sojourn into his present l-ocal world take him to the
Park.

"Sunday in the Park" discloses Paterson's wal-k on the

femal-e rock and his approach to the female principle"

His
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quest is gi-ven impetus by an initial

success. He finds

flower and this evidence of the presence of femininity
courages him in his activity.

en-

His search for the l-ife-force

in his community is a movement beyond the self,
opening fines

a

as his

show:

Outside

outside myself

there is a world
he rumbled, subject to my incursions (P. 57).
The new dynamic approach of the poet, his desire to know him-

self by knowing his world, shows up in the apostrophic use of
"walking. "

This phrase i-nterrupts the poetry and gives the

impression and rhythm of a determined march. Paterson's
determinatj-on to investigate the details of his environment
is not without reward" He is offered a glimpse of the vital
energy of nature.

As he walks through a f iel-d of waste and

stubble, Paterson sees a group of churring grasshoppers take
The poet is reminded of a grasshopper of carved red

flight.

at Cha-

basalt which he associates with the Inca civil-ization
pultepec.

The carved gaasshopper has reveal-ed somethj-ng of

this civilization's

primal spirit:

--a matt stone solicitously instructed
to bear away some rumor
of the living presence that has preceded
it, out-precedented íts breath (P. 62),
Through the association of this past monument with the present
moment

Paterson identifies

the energy of nature with the

of l-ove and poetic creativity.

fl-ame

Nature's grasshoppers rise

and fal-l in a rhythmic pattern which reminds Paterson of the
rhythm of the Falls and of the poetic imagination.

In
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addition the grasshoppers are o'couri-ers of love"

" 63) ,
which like poetry is a product of imaginative activíty.
(P

Through the things of his l-ocale Paterson is instructed in

the way of the redeeming language" It must embody energy
and it must return to the ground to gain the energy for its

continual flight

and development. The poetic language is

"a flame in flight"

(P. 63), and like the grasshoppers, the

Falls, and the radium, it symbolizes the power of energy to
combat sterility

and death"

There is something else to the boot-long red basalt
grasshopper which Paterson remembers from Chapultepec"

The

stone grasshopper is a work of art, and "The stone lives,
the flesh dies/ --vre know nothing of death" (P . 64) " As
work of art which contains the once living

presence of

a

a

community and so all-ows Paterson' s community to enl-iven its

present, the stone grasshopper symbolizes the power of the
imagination to outlast physical existence.
more fully

developed in Book

This theme is

V"

Another major symbol in Book II is the dog. He is
first

presented in the preface to P-aterson. In the preface

the dog is a lame creature, digging in the soil of his
community after a bone. He is also solitary,
dogs having "run oui-'--/ after the rabbits"

his fellow
(P. fl).

The dog

represents the modern American poet, in this case Paterson,
a man who is separated from participation
world by the confines of historical
women and

in an elemental

time, separated from

love by his lack of a poetic language and denied
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the help and support of his colleagues " They have left
America and espoused the poetical- traditions of foreign
cul-tures " It is only Paterson who continues the search for
bones in his own community"

By Book II the dog has undergone a metamorphosis and
The owner of the dog

appears as a female, a Collie bitch.

has learned a language which communicates love and harmony"
The owner is one of the more positive

manifestations of the

a11-inclusive Paterson" The questing poet on his ramble
through the Park stops abruptly when he is confronted by
this unexpected image of l-ove and harmony. The owner is
brushing the dogrs wet coat and deliberately
long strands of hair"
cate his ability

The rippling

parting the

designs he creates indi-

to find order and beauty in. chaos.

owner who is motivated by his love for the animal is

The
a

practising

poet and a part of Paterson which he cannot afford

to ignore"

The second female dog in this Book further cla-

rifies

the role of the poet, and passes a \,vry comment on the

sexual mores of the latter

day Puritans.

The willful

Musty

cunningly slipped through the fingers of her Puritanical
masters and got herself pregnant" Similarly
thrust should be explorative,
be willing

the poet's

dynamic and sexual.

to break with stultifying

He must

codes of behavior in

order to impreginate.
Another significant

character in Book II is the exu-

berant Maryr âr African queen in American clothes.

The poet

witnesses Mary's wil-d and spontaneous dance in the Park

and
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sees in this dance the Dionysian fervor,

the vital- life

force and its unfailing

the celebratíon of
fertility

and creati-

vity:
This is the old, the very o1d, old upon oId,
the undying: even to the minute gestures,
the hands holding the cup, the wine
(p. 73).
spillirg,
the arm stained by it:
The scene is one of radical paganism. Mary, by virtue of

her exuberance and the frank vulgarity

of her idiom

an earLh goddess, a worthy embodiment of cosmic and
America" She is a nourisher of life
rial

of poetry"

becomes
femal-e

and contains the mate-

Mary is a symbol of the Park, the rock

which Paterson must mount and the femal-e reality

into which

he must sink his shaft, if he is to unite with his environment" Associated with Mary, in the mind of Paterson, is
man

a

with enough gusto to marry her, a peon from an Eisen-

stein film who drank his wine with the wild abandon of
horse"

a

These two the poet connects with the frenzied dance

of the satyr, whích with its deformities and fertility
for Vüilliams a symbol of the artist.

is

In the imagined dance

of the peon with Mary, Paterson discovers the unity which
should characteríze the poet"

The true poet is neither male

nor female, but embodies both of these principles.

His

creative powers depend on this union and his poems are the
products of its harmony and energetic interaction.
Patersonrs vision of real poetic harmony i-s
which he cannot sustain.

one

His imaginative grasp of reality

and his acquisj-tion of a language which can unite male and
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female are both l-ost when he fails

to lift

a second pair of

lovers into the cosmic dance. The femal-e of the second pair
stj-rs distraughtly

against her man, while he, flagrantly

bored, can offer only "a beer bottle
. grasped spearLlke/ in his hand" (P" 75) " In this situation both l-ove and
Ianguage have fail-ed"

These failures

are mirrored in the

signpost which closes this sectíon of the poem "NO DOGS
AILOWED AT LARGE IN THIS PARK" (P. 77) " The dog whose propensity for unhampered sexual activity

identifies

him with

the potent imagination of the poet ís not allowed to follow
his instincts

in the divided worl-d of Paterson"

If the first

section of Book II shows Patersonts

attempts to discover a redeeming language, the second section
shows the failure

of these attempts " The dominant voice in
section two is that of the Evangelist, and though the relations between Klaus Ehrens and his environment seem positive
--his calling voice and prismed brow are reminiscent of the
Falls--and though he has as his message "the riches of all
ag,esr" the Evangelist brings his message through the outworn
language of the institutionalized

church:

His humanity--his experience--his sense of proportion his christian Isic] charity if not his
christian fortitude--apart
from the complete informality of his presentation--the l-ack of official
sanction--rather because of it his sermon or preaching dissociated from any church had a certain
primitive flavor--his white hair flying his foreign
accent (Holland Dutch) even--of a John the Babist
[sic] in the Wil-derness" All but his theology!
That made him one with the crowd, figuratively speaking since there was no one m.uch to listen.r

3wi11ir* Carl-os Witli-ams, Buffalo MS, p. g4.
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Al-exander i-iamilton's plans for industrializing

Paterson are

interspersed through the Evangel's section and connect the
preacher with the conventional- cliches of an exploitive
society"

Both the preacher and Hamilton speak a language

which falsifies

what they wish to communicate. Neither

has contacted the inner vitalíty

of Paterson.

man

Consequently,

their words offer no stimulation to the people of Paterson.
As speech failed

Sam

and the theologian.
meaning

Patchr so does it fail

the industrialist

Their words have long been drained of

"

As the voice of the Evangel fades from the
three features of Book lI--the

Collie,

Evangel--are gathered" The potential

the

women

poemr

and the

beauty in the Evangel

and his language is dismissed by Paterson, who considers the

Preacher's message as having been "torn to shreds by lurking
schismatists" (P" BB)" The poet dwel-ls on the beauty of the
\^/omen

and the dog" Hol"/ever, with the fastidiousness which

has characterized him through out Book II,

Paterson finds

the beauty of the women to be vulgar and gross.

Still

the

poet has renewed himself through his excursion into the
feminine environment and he is able to compose a poem. Hfs
poem is a meditation which praises the beauty and continuity

of the environment:
You are the eternal bride and
father--quid pro quo,

a simple miracle that knows
the branching sea, to which the oak
is coral, the coral oak.

BO

The Himalayas and prairies
of your features amaze and delight--

(P" 92-93)

Whil-e Al-exander Hamilton saw in Paterson only the energy

necessary for manufacturing, the poet views his locale as

giant flower.

a

The duty of the poetic man is to recognize

the particularity

and beauty of his community, and l-ive in

harmony with it.

He should release his energy creatively

and respond with l-ove. The poet knows that the world will

end for him and that the environment will

continue to pass

through the stages of seed, blossom and decay. This concept
of permanent impermanence l-eads Paterson to both ecstasy
despair.

and

While endless recurrence promises the continuity

of l-ife in its multiplicity,

it al-so insures the fruitless-

ness of ever establishing a perfect poetry or a polished redemptive Ìanguage" Poetic language like radium, growth and

the Falls is innately unstable.
life

Williams assures as that

runs through cycles of ascent and descent" Similarly

poetry and languagehave to be renewed and refurbished.

Thus,

an individual

and

poet is limited.

Since poetry is process

not prod.uct the best he can do is participate

in the process.

The last movement of Book II concentrates on the des-

pair of the questing poet.

Paterson is assailed from all

sides by the vulgar populace of hís community, Hamilton's
"gireat beastr" and discouraged by his attempts to find

a

redeeming language" His answer is to shrink within himself.

As he was formerly urged to ascend the hil-ts of the Park and
search out the female principle,

so is he novr content to

descend within hj-mself and find rest against the chaos which
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surrounds him.

Such a severance, as Mrs. Curnming's l-ife and

leap into the Fall-s demonstrate, can be disastrous.
there is another side to the theme of descent.

However,

The Passaic

must descend the Falls before it can again be unified into

In its d.escent energy is rel-eased and the

an organic whole.

Paterson's descent

river becomes a new stream. Similarly,
can open new vistas:

the descent
realizes

made up of despairs
and without accomplishment
a nev/ awakening :

of despair.

(p. 97)

which is a reversal

Paterson in his despair makes an inventory of his local
cul-ture and finds the poem and the poet to be neglected

and

debased. The poet, without a potent idiom, depends on erudiThe community has given itsel-f

tion.

uninstructable legislators.
his world is the only world.

Sti1l,

over to incapable
as Paterson realizes

and
I

In a mood of reconciliation

he

postures in the garb of the sensuous dog. He dons "a wreath
a fur" (P. 100) and determines to begin his quest afresh.
The newly awakened poet encounters an unnoticed as-

pect of his environment and in his wisdom finds evidence of
harmony" The rtherr and "sher" the compÌeted sexuaf circuit,
make their
He

She

appearance at the bookrs end:

with my pants, coat and vest still on!
in my galoshes! (P. 104)
And me still
Me

The exuberance of this couple separates them from the divorce
whj-ch prevails

in their community. Their colloquial

idiom
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imagination and a union with the particu-

indicates fertile

of the local- worl-d. Moreover, they prompt Paterson

larities

to an imaginative vision of the cosmic female:
a
Her bel1y
. her belly is like a white cl-oud .
white cloud at evening " before the shuddering night!
(P.

105)

Paterson's meditations are rudely interrupted by his recollection of a letter
indulgent letter
.:

from the poetess, Cress. In her self-

Cress shows beyond doubt her sterility.

The only real thing in her poetry, so she asserts, is her-

self.

She "can't think properly except on a typewriter"

(P. Ll-2).

Cress, in contrast to the dancer Mary, whose vi-

tal-ity denotes her devotion to the cosmic woman, is the
epitôme of the unfertitized

flowers of Book I.

man responsible for fertilizatj-on

Paterson, the

must bear some guilt.

Cress's torrent of words are part of the stream of language
and she is an aspect of womanhood. The poet's failure
comb

to

her language into poetry and his fail-ure to provide her

wíth love are bLots on his creative record.. He has exploited
Cress, used her "as a fl-ower in his buttonhole" (P. 111) . This
' '

is hardly the masculine way to treat blossoms. Paterson's
neglect of Cress points to his neglect of the cosmic \^/oman
and his faifure

to integrate his environment. In Book II

aterson does not come to an understanding of the female
principle.

Consequentty, in Book ITI he is still

searching

for fulfil-lment.
The movement of Book II is not optimistic.

begins in summer and the poet, full
res his world.

of anticipation,

The book

explo-

This world, even in the season of growth,
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offers l-ittle

stimul-ation.

The beauty of its women is

dubious and its ministers speak in the language of outmoded
institutions"

On

occasion the poet integrates the female

worl-d and writes a poem of celebration,
always escapes him.

a lonely neurotic

but something of it.

At the end of Book II there is Cress,

whom

Paterson has failed to take to bed

or redeem through poetry.

Paterson's lethargy

In Book IIf

catches up with him. Here the river has descended the Fal-ls
and begun its run to the sea.

of fruition

The season is autumn, season

and decay. Paterson has aborbed the polluted

language of his times and his sexual potency has been dimi-

nished by repetition

and dampened by failure"

Ionger a young untouched poet.

He is no

Like the Passaic, Patersonrs

sexual and poetic potency are on the run.

In old age Pater-

son must forge a means of communication from the roar of
language or be submerged in its

flood.

Paterson's progress in Book III
station in life"

reflects

his

ne\^I

As a young man he had the strength to climb

the mountains of the Park and investigate the particul-ars of
his world"

Now, older in body and subdued in imagination,

he is forced by his diminishing vigor to seek refuge
the relics

of the past.

language in the library.

for living

among

He begins his quest for a redeeming

The irony of the situation--looking

language in a library--is

evidence of Paterson's

discouragement. Earlier in the poem he condemned the academics and the scholars, believing that the poetic idiom suffered because they refused it "Iibrary
for a living

room.tr Now he searches

language in the books of these very men.

How-
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ever, the library

is soon established as a malevolent force,
Paterson sees the

a symbol of dead language and history.

as a ghost which houses past action and past idioms.

library

It seeks to separate man from the present and draw him from
the ongoing life

process:

Drawn from the streets we break off
our minds' seclusion and are taken up by
the books' winds, seeking, seeking

to lead the mind away
(P. l_18)
"

The library's

aspects are apparent in its quiet-

stultifying

ness" The roar of the Falls and the flow of the Passaic are
shut out.

By analogy there is no room ín its confined

quarters for the creative imagination"

The library

might

have a message but like that of the Church, this message is

buried in a language so rernote from the present idiom that
it does not contact the ongoing life
When

Paterson sifts

and newspapers he fails

force.

through the library's

to find evidence of a vital

ginative language in Paterson's history.
d.iscern historical

PatersonT l-ike its modern replica,

example is an article

was
One

which deals with the murder of several

Indian braves by a group of Dutch colonists

(P. 125).

The

of the Dutch is apparent from their behavior"

Cruelty and murder provide them with sport.
separation from life
incident"

and ima-

As far as he can

fil-l-ed with instances of divorce and exploitation.

brutality

faded books

The Dutchmen's

is plain in the prose which records the

Murder and torture are reported in objective and
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dry prose" On the other hand the Indian's social
natural harmony suffuses his rites

and

and language. The Indians

realize their fates and ask permission of the Dutch to perform an ancient religious

dance, the "Kinte Kaye. "

The women

l-ament the deaths of the braves in a language which expresses

emotion, "For shamel For shame! such unheard cruel-ty was never
knownt ot even thought of, among us" (P. L25). In contrast
to the Indians who participated
nature, historj-cal
ciation.

in the unity and rhythms of

Paterson is a community rooted in disso-

fn Paterson's history the poet sees no evj-dence of

poetry; pragmatic prose has been the norm. Since there is
no viable tradition
alternative

on which to build Paterson sees

no

but to wipe out the prose of the past in order

to create a redeeming language" Hence, he prophetically
announces the creative destruction of the library

for cyclone, fire

and cal-l-s

and flood.

In this section of Paterson "Beautiful- thing" is
given concrete form as a wild and lovely young gir1, who has
the power to transform and purify her beholders.

The girl

is a part of the city of Paterson and, according to the
identification
Her identity

of the poem, she is an aspect of the poet.
is clarified

or the radium of Book IV.
tiful

when she is compared to the Falls

If the radium is luminous, "Beau-

thing" is "touched by fire"

embody the terrific

(P" 119).

Tf the Falls

energies of nature, "Beautiful thing" is

"counter to all stal-eness" (p. L23) .

Like the Falls and the

radium, and the wind, fire and fl-ood, "Beautiful thing" is
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the poet's own imaginative energy which he must incorporate
and release i-n his quest after poetry.

At the same time

"Beautiful- thing" is a female and preserves the spirit
the Amerj-can earth.

of

This, too, the poet must assimilate,

becoming man and earth in his poetry"

His meeting with "Beautiful thing" marks a crossroads in Paterson's poetic career.

Her luminous energy

helps him to "slum away the bars" (P. I27) .

The fastidious-

ness which kept him ¡nq¡s or less impotent in Book II is abandoned and he takes a decisive step in the direction

marriage and communication. The girl
and stimul-us to the poet"

of

functions as a symbol

Drunk and bedraggled, she is the

perfect expressi-on of the life

force in its l-ocal disguise.

She arouses Paterson

from his torpor, revealing the foulness and stagnation of the library by mere juxtaposition to
it.

In her vital

presence he is made aware of Lhe results

of abdication to the stench of the library.
support the library
(p. L29).

fear beauty, "fear it more than death"

Dedication to the past, whether to the library

or to some other institution,
phallic

effort

ful thing. "

Those who

means abandonment of the

towards marriage with the present and "BeautiTo stay in the library

and poetic eunuch. "Beautiful

is to become an emotional-

thing" rescues Paterson from

mesmerization by the dull throb of the library's
She makes him a man again.

language.

His libido is roused to a high

pitch as in various tones he pleads, demands and almost
threatens to take her favors (p. 128). Patersonrs sexual
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quest is not confined to the self-aggrandizíng rape which
belongs to the Puritan imagination"

His desire is tempered

by genuine tenderness towards "Beautiful thing" and an
she gives " As
he stands by her damp basement bed he regards her as a Per-

appreciation of the example and inspiratíon

sephone of Paterson who, though locked in a hell- of squalor
and waste, graces the earth with her fertile

presence.

As a modern Persophone "Beautiful thing" represents
the primordial and generative spirit

of the local community"

At the same time her wanton appearance and behavior associate
her with the poet's imagination"
imagination itself.

She is both muse and the

In Williams' art the poetic quest is

often a pursuit of the imagination"

In Book III

Paterson

wishes to contact his own imagination in order that he
imaginatively perceive the harmony and beauty of his
nity.

In the final

can

commu-

analysis the poet's quest is the un-

leashing of beauty, and love and l-anguage are his keys"

The

redeeming language in its sexual- and poetic aspects promises

salvation and redemption:
Sing me a song to make death tolerable, a song
of a man and a woman: the riddle of a man
and a \,voman.
What language could altay our thirsts,
what winds lift us, what floods bear us
past defeats
but song but deathless song ?
(P
" 131)
The "deathl-ess song" can only be discovered by the poetic
imagination"

The first

section of Book III

is concerned

with the imagination and the poet's position in the world"
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It is one of Vüill-iams'most forceful

statements on the nature

of poetry, and in the context of Paters.op, one of the high
marks in the poet's quest.

Paterson finds no unity in the

and this torments him, but it al-so delíghts him.

library

is thrown back (somersaulted in Will-iams' final words)
his own resources and he ecstatically
the Dionysian life

of the poet.

with Toulouse-Lautrecr ân artist

He

on

gives himself over to

Paterson identifies

himself

lamed by physical deformity

and noted for his insistence on painting female beauty re-

gardless of traditional

associations of beauty and morality.

The melting of Paterson's fastidiousness is revealed through

his ímaginative association of two women, "one from the backwoods" and one "from an old culture" (P" 134). These two
v/omen

(later the virgin

and the whore) both offer "the

same

Each is a part
" I34) , sexually and aesthetically.
of the cosmic \,voman and worthy of the poet's reverence.

dish"

(P

Paterson's storming i-magination is made concrete by the
appearance of a tornado.

Tornadoes are as rare as poets in

Paterson and this single storm destroyed many of the city's
buildings and ripped the church from its foundations.

The

tornado is a metaphor for the poetic imagination and demonstrates the power of the imagination to cut through the dead
language of the past.
Book III

of Paterson, despite its innocuous begin-

nings, i.s a book of energ:ies" In this book the forces of
nature are examined in order to come to an understanding of
the forces in man" The second element which Paterson en-
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The conflagration he reads about in the

counters is fire.

is an event drawn from the history of the city which

library

was once partially

The poet is intrigued

destroyed by fire.

by the creative-destructive

aspect of fire,

especially in

view of his desire to find a language by destroying the
relics of the past.

There is a natural empathy between

himself as poet and the fire as an aspect of naturers energy.
Both promíse rebirth

and purification

and both are reviled

by the mundane materialists.
which ravages the city is analogous to the

The fire

imaginative fury of Paterson.
section is poetry as fire.
the unpredictability
interspersions,

The central metaphor of this

The actual poetry here moves with

and vigor of fire.

1itt1e to break up the

There are few prose
momentum

The scene in which the city is destroyed by fire

of tire verse.
is reminis-

cent of the Old Testament destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah.
a special

The poet's decree, "So be ít.",

seems to reflect

knowledge or prophetic vision"

Paterson's a\^/areness of the

properties of fire is crystalized
an old bottle,
thing

them

the other a nev/ manifestation of "Beautiful

""

The ol-d bottle / one of the

the conflagration,
vulgarity.
and rigidity,

fire,

by two images--one of

ob

jects which survives

embodies ín its new design drunkness and

In its original
but the bottle,

shape it. symbolized containment

purified

and transformed by

has reflowered and displays the wealth of the present"

It is wrapped in "concentråc rainbows" (P" 143).

The rain-
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bows on the bottle

are an expression of the life

force

they sustaj-n Paterson's faith that the design left
is in immediate contact with the world"

and

by fire

In this section

fíre is the poetic imagination and, l-ike the imagination,
ít has the ability

to reform the objects from the local-

environment. Thusr âo o1d bottle,

"reflowered there by/

the flame" (P" I43), becomes an object of distinction

and

itsel-f is a

poem"

celebration.

In its

o\¡zn

v¡ay the bottle

It has been claimed by the energy of fire
rainbows of the artistic

and displays the

flame"

The struggle between the poet and the materials out

of which he makes poetry is clear in the struggle of the fire
and "Beaut,iful- thing;'"

The fj-re resists

the objections of

the to\,rn's citizens and changes this resistance into its
own spectacular image "

The fire

shows:

The a\úesome sight of a tin roof (1880)
entire, half a block long, lifted like a
skirt, held by the fire--to rise at last
almost with a sigh, rise and float, float
upon the flames as upon a sweet breeze,
and majestically drift off., riding the air,

Simílarty,

(P" L47),

the poet in the poem resists the streams of dead

language in the books he reads and creates from his resis-

tance his poetic accounL of Paterson's conflagration.
"Beautiful thing" comments on the struggle between the creative self and the worl-d. She is at one with the fire
moves about the city cheering its progress.

thing" is a victim of rape and brutality
say something about the life

and

"Beautiful

and her battl-e scars

of the creative imagination"
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Paterson comments:
I must believe that al-l
desired women have had each
in the end
a busted nose
and five afterwards marked up

(P. 153).

If "Beautiful thing" is an external projection of the poet's
imagination, then the fate of his imagination lives in her
She has been beat.en by the boys from Newark and

career.
Paterson.

the poet's imagination will

Inevitably

be bruised

by experience, yet, like "Beautiful- thing" it remains the
source of life

and redemption.

"Beautiful thing"'s

trans-

forming po\^rers emerge in the last sequence of this section.
Paterson in the role of doctor makes a cal-1 on the battered
and bewil-dered gír1.

He is admitted by "The Lady of the

House" (P. 150), an indication
whíte dress is a prostitute

that the young girl

done up as a virgin.

in

a

"Beautiful

thing" lies on a damp bed covered with seamy sheets' but the
poet responds to her vírginal

In her freshness

personality.

she retains the power to shake Paterson and guide him in his
poetic quest.

Though damaged and beaten "Beautiful- thing"

is the inextinguishable flame of the imagination.
In the l-ast section of Book III,
II,

the poet suffers a fall.

and fire

Book

Through the images of cyclone

Paterson discovered the energy and character of

poetic inspiration"
lizing

as in that of

Now

that inspiration

he is faced with the task of uti-

and writing

poetry.

The poem Pater-

son turns from its fiery grandeur to the chaotic stream of

the Passaic, which as it nears the sea is full

of the rubble
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of history and civil-ization"
purified

The poet descends from hj-s

state to the job of composition.

in the library,

Paterson, still

has l-ost his poetic flame and in its place

there is only "a sour stench of flames" (P. f56).

He is

weighted down and immersed in a fl-ood of leaden prose.

In

the last section his impeded poetic and sexual progress are
apparent in the absence of "Beautiful thing""

She makes no

appearance in the book of the fIood.
The section of the flood documents the problems of

poetl-c composition.
must cultivate

From the flood of language the poet

poetry and so prevent his culture from being

submerged in the undifferentiated

society.

and uncreative language of

Here the language of the community is made concrete

in the flood which once inundated the city of Paterson.
After the fl-ood had subsided the community was covered with
a layer of silt

and had to begin reconstructíon.

section the character of the flood, the fertility
sidual- silt

and the possibílity

In this
of the re-

of reconstruction are Pater-

sonts central- concerns.
The questing poet is caught up by the debil-itating

flood which threatens his community. He reads from The Book
of Lead and his totem animal, the dog, is drowned in the
fl-ood and murd.ered by the rigid
ever, the flood, as its Biblical

citizens of Paterson.

How-

prototype suggests, is

positíve as well as negiative" The posítive aspects of the
flood and the suggestion that death by water was really
baptism emerge with Patersonrs analysis of the community's
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immersion in water: "It is a sort of chant of praíse, a/

(P. 159) " The flood which
destroyed an era brought chaos to the naturaf world. Paterpraise that comes of destruction"

son feel-s that such periods of disorder are the staple of

poetic sensibility.

When

a poet moves from the periphery of

his community and enters the center of its linguistic
strom he risks the integrity

of his creative personality.

This we see in the doubly significant
Pound.

mael--

letter

from Ezra

Pound is an American 1ivíng in the very heartl-and

of chaos and disorder, St. El-izabethrs Hospital.

Poundrs

ambiguously fragmented language advises Paterson to desert

his local culture and immerse hímseff in the traditions

of

Europe. As a man Pound represents disorder; as a poet
represents the rigidity

of traditionalism"

part of the mainstream of American poetry.

StilI,

he is

a

His works are

the 1íbrary and Paterson is duty-bound to read them.
l-ocal idiom l-ies somewhere in the flood of language
Paterson must be familiar

he

j-n

The

and

with all its aspects

The fl-ood of language which has blocked Patersonts

poeti-c imagination appears to subside after the letter

from

Pound. Paterson answers the l-etter with an observation
his local world.

In a drilling

on

report he analyzes the phal-

lic thrust of the imagination as it penetrates the feminine
environment. The numerous entries detailing

the composition

of the environmentrs substratum provide ample proof of the
variety and richness of this world (P. 166).

Even the rock

salt thought to lie only in Europe is found in Paterson.
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However, the water found j-n Paterson is unfit

use.
lity

for ordinary

This infertility

is analogous to the possible infertiof the sil-t teft by the receding passaic" Throughout

the poem water has been associated with life

and language.

The undrinkabl-e water seems to refer to the loca1 idiom"
However, there is some ambivalence surrounding the

question of the local idiom.

The most promising sign after

the fl-ood has subsided is the variety of the local world.
The drilling
table shows that the soil_ of paterson can
nourish an indigenous culture.
women and

Stone is identified

art throughout PaterF.on, The multiplicity

with
of rock

forms which underl-ie Paterson indicate that the environment

contains the material-s on which poetry depends. Though the
local idiom may be crude and imperceptive the possibility of
refining

it and making it more precise and perceptive is

a

real one.
Paterson escapes the dirge-like

rhythm of the flood

and re-asserts his dynamic masculinity when he is convinced

of his worldrs richness.

He begins by resolving

the problem

of a local idiom in a negative way. He makes reference to
Eliot:

"Who is it

spoke in April?

There is no recurrence"/

some/ insane engineer.

The past is dead?" (p" 169).

Paterson rejects the method and idiom of Eliotr

ârr engineer

who bui-lds bridges into the past against the pounding current

of the present"

In Paterson's worl-d the past must be acknow-

ledged and confronted, but the present must not be bound by
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it or subordinated to it.
After rejecting Eliot the problem of an adequate
idiom is symbolically treated in a prose piece which deal-s
with the death rites of a particular

African tribe " In this
tribe only married \,vomen, "who have felt the fertility
of
men in their bodies" (P" I7I), know the secret of life.
The
life

and strength of the tribe depends on these women who

magically posses the attributes

of both sexes. They pass

on

to the next generation their closely guarded secrets, thus,
insuring the continuity

of life"

Like the African women the

poet values the continuation of local life.

It is his duty

to pass his cause on to a new generation of poets , for eventually his idiom and body wil-l- fail, and his work must be
taken up by others.
In Book III
rical

Paterson makes the break with the histo-

roots of his city and with the deformed creatures

are the results of history's

nightmares.

His final

who

action

in the book is to desert the symbot of all- that is past, the
library"

Throughout this book he has tried to shed the fast-

idiousness which separated him from the people during his
youthful jaunt in the Park.

The purgation process which he

has undergone--blown by wínd, refined by fire

and submerged

by fl-ood--has brought him to an awareness of the poet's duty
and to an understanding of the poet's material.
al-lows him to perceive the vulgarity
She is transformed into "Beautiful

His awareness

of Mary in a new light.
thingr" his virginal

bride"

The neurotic Cress has faded from the scene and ceased to be
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a blemish on Paterson's potency.

his sexual- union

Finally,

with "Beautiful thing" is paralleled by his imaginative identification
with the local embodj-ment of poetic energy. When
Patersonrs destination is the falls:

he leaves the library

io' =i.,,a *y life,."loiiä"i;.:tiil.^fiå3.,
the future's no answer. I must
find my meaning and 1ay it, white,
besid.e the sliding water: myself-comb out the language--or succumb (p. I73).
In Book TII the poet is both an individual
symbol of the perpetually relevant artist.
caused by wind, fire

a

The afflictions

and fl-ood refer to the artist's

ings in the world of experience and his ability
these experiences into art.

and

suffer-

to order

In addition the elements are

metaphors for the poetic imagination and point to the abili-

ty of the imagination to create a new reality.
union with the locale in Book III
with "Beautiful thing."

is signified

Paterson's
by his marriage

His poetic progress is marked by his

stance at the end of the book. His long-fought battl-e with
the particulars

and idiom of the environment ends in alle-

giance to the thoroughly locally

oriented

poem.

Book IV summarízes and emphasizes the themes of the

previous books, and here Patersonrs faith in his hard

won

poetic credo is renewed. fn Book IV the poet is ol-d and near
death.

The season is the time of death--winter.

The ri-ver

has had its run and wil-l soon merge with the sea of violence
and dissolution.

However, both the seasonal cycle mentioned

in the epigram and the poet's marriage with "Beautiful thing"
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promise regeneration.
in the sterility

Consequently, though Book IV begins

of New York, it gives way to the fertility

rites performed by Mme" curie.

Thus, rerievred and invigorated.,

the wanderer can emerge from the undifferentiated
sea and return to the Fal-Is at Paterson.

and bloody

fn Book IV the action of the poem has been moved from
the rocal- worrd of Paterson to the cosmopolitan world of New
York.

The deadness of the season and city are epitomized by

the poetess, Corydon. In the world of paterson the poet
discovered the elemental powers of nature in the river
the Falls.

In New York the vastly reduced perceptivity

and

of

Corydon can discover the elemental only in three rocks near

the sea. These she calls her sheep. Her sexual perversion
(Corydon is a lesbian) points to her physical steriJ-ity.

Since Corydon i-s separated from the dynamo of power in paterson and unable to discover the primal energy of her

own

community, she l-acks physical, imaginative and linguistic

energy" Her divorce from the l-ocale and her linguistic confusion appear in what she reads and writes. phyllis says of
her apartment, "The place is fuIl of books in all_ languages"
(P. 181)" The pastoral- with which she attempts to seduce
Phyllis is cribbed from Eliot and yeats and l-acks contact
with the energy of the present world.

A glance at the con-

tents of Corydon's pastoral shows that it rests on the
assumption that the present ís irredeemably corrupt and that

the only way to salvation is through retreat into fantasy"
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Corydon's poetry, "borrowed" from others and negative in its

contents, grows from a dulled imagination"
the linguistic
its victim"

She has risked

maelstrom of cosmopolitan New York and

become

Her sexual- perversion is but an obvious mani-

festation of her lost poetj-c integrity.

This aspect of

a larger perversíon--the decadence of the

Corydon reflects

modern urban world"

In the harmonious el-emental- world of

Paterson language was poetic, pristine

and fresh.

In the

urban world the bed of language has become foul and leaden"

I{ords are used here to shield man from reality.

Rather than

promoting communication between man and his worl-d the
language of modern society both signifies

and sanctions man's

divorce from his sources.
Phyllis,

Corydon's nurse, continues the theme of man's

repudiation of his local worl-d and his separation from his
primordial sources. Phyllis has left

Rampo

which was imbued

with "a strangeness and a bo1d association of wild
cultured life"

and

of
" 2L) for the sophisticated sterility
New York" The promise of luxury and material gain draws her
(P

from her roots and from the worl-d of real experience.
migration to New York, as her relationship

Her

with Corydon

suggests, could have dangerous consequences. Stil-l,

Phyllis

is the hope of modern man and in the context of the poem she
holds some promise" She is the country wench in the pastoral
and the energy and strength of the wench never desert her"
There is always the suggestion that she might leave the arti-

fice of New York and return to Rampo. Her refusal to consum-
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mate a sexual union \^/ith Paterson indicates her withdrawal

from the world of real- experience.
seduce Phyllis

and initiate

Corydon's attempts to

her into sophistication

point

to her withdrawal from the world of artifice.

Phyllis has

nothing but contempt for Corydon's way of life

in the l-etters

she writes to her father:

But she's a nut, of the worst kind. Today she was
telling me about some rocks in the river here she
cal-ls her three sheep. If they're sheep I'm the
Queen of England. (P. 181)
Corydonrs euphemism indicates the artificía1ity

guage. Phyllis's
affiliation

of her l-an-

retention of her vulgar energy and her

with the locale is emphasized by her attitude

towards language" Her tongue is not one of poetic purity,
but it is free from the babble of Corydon. She rejects
Coryd.onrs poetry as nonsensical- untruth and shows no interest

in foreign language on her trip

to the istand of Anticosti:

. we have a marvelous guide"
Anyways he
speaks french and the Míssis talks to him in that
language. I don't know what they're saying (and
r donrt care, I can talk my own language). (P. 198)
If Phyllís is "Beautiful

thing" out of touch with the energies

of her community, she has not yet arrived at the state of Mrs"
Cumming, Cress or Corydon. Female America has l-ost much of

its sap and beauty, but through Phyllis the possibility
a great flowering still-

for

exists.

The poet protagonist does not have much of a role in

the first

movement of Book IV.

Corydon, dominates this section.

His contrary and opposite,
Corydon shows what the poet

might have become, while Paterson remains at home away from
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the city of cribbed poetry, dead imagination and stultifying
language. In his infrequent appearances in the pastoral
Paterson is a lover who seeks union with the vital
wench, Phyllis.

Unl-ike Corydon, who attempts to seduce

Phyllis by offering
son vulgarly,

anemic poems and material- gain, Pater-

but frankly,

your clothes" (P. 183).
ment of nature's vitality

uníte.

country

His failure

states his purpose: "Take off
To Paterson Phyllis

is the embodi-

and the force with which he must

to win and transform Phyllis into

a

"Beautiful- thing" is in keeping with his l-ife season. His
poetical and sexual prowess has diminished.
or

ne\^/

A regenerated

poet must find the language with which to celebrate

this new manifestation of the l-ocal-e.
The second section of Book IV turns f$lm the themes

of sterility
fertility

and divorce to the more optimistic
and marriage.

in the poet's life
begins here.

ones of

The time of the poem, like the time

is níght.

However, Patersonrs renewal

The action takes place in a Solarium, a house

of the sun. The glass roof of the Sol-arium glows "rivalling
nightrs queen" (P. 202). In this section the waning sun
(the last sytlable of "Paterson" is a

homonym

for "sun")

begins to revive " Since the season is winter one might suppose that with the visit of Paterson and his son to the
glowing Solarium, the winter solsticehas been reached"
The action here centers about atomic fission

radium is the controlling
a cell- is sptit,

and

image. Fission, a process by which

energy re.leased and a new atomic arrangement

ì.:
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fonned, paradigms the action of the imagination in its
quest for language. The imagination acts upon the unformed
mass of language and discovers a form which releases the

latent linguistic
living

energy of words. This active form is the

language of a culture and through it people can

associate with the energies which give them l-ife.
is an image of the imagination.

Radium

Its dispersed particles

release energy which might cure cancerous tumors
Not surprisingly

the poet declares that he would

like to assume the properties of radium and
cally diseased world a fit

mal<e

the chroni-

place for his son:

the wor1d, wide!
ï
could do it. for you---if
Smash the wide worl-d
a fetid world, a sump! (P. 20I)

Smash

Destructj-on of the "fetid

womb"

would necessitate re-creation,

but in the destruction the sterility
be obliterated.
as the letters

of the old system would

Symbolically Paterson does achieve his end,
from A. G., Alfan Ginsberg, show. Ginsberg

is the waxing son, the poet to replace Paterson. According
to his letters
art"

he believes in all the tenets of Paterson's

Patersonrs search for a redeeming language and his

poetic idiom have cleared away the rubbl-e of tradition
one acolyte.

for

Ginsberg has found his prototype in Paterson

and Paterson has lived up to his name and become the "father

of a son. "

This associati-on exhibits a principle

the poetry of Wifliams and to Paterson.

central to

It is always neces-

sary to seek new forms of communicative language. Ginsberg

tl
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symbolizes the continuity
and sun--the inheritor

of this search. He is both son

of Paterson's position and the incar-

nation of Apollo, muse of poetry. Ginsberg fulfil_ls the
promise of the poem's epigram" As the waxing sun and the
inheritor

of Paterson's poetic credo, he is the poemts

assurance that spring wil-l- come again"

still,

Ginsberg has
not adopted whol-esal-e the poetic personality of paterson.
show that he has an allegiance to paterson's

His letters

poetic credo and a desire to do his own independent questi-ng:
All that I have done has a program
which I
take to be ultimately identical with no ideas but
in things.
This place is as I say my natural
habitat by memory, and I am not following in your
traces to be poetic; though I know you will be
pleased to realize that one actual citizen of
your community has inherited your experience to
l-ove and know his world-city, through your work"

"

(P

"

20s)

The fertilíty

the female figure of

rites of Book fV reach completion in
lvlme"

curie, the discoverer of uranium.

Her poetic and imaginative fecundity are accompanied by
physical profusion. Mme. Curie is pregnant. Curie's disco-

very of uranium j-s equated with Columbus's discovery of
America" rt is also associated with the birth of christ in
the winter sol-stice and the promise of regeneration. This
winter celebration of regeneration crystalizes the character
of poetic discovery. Discovery brings love, harmony and the
promise of redemption. Consequently, the poet sings the
song of Christrs nativity:
"Glory to God in the highesL/
on the earth, peace, goodwi-ll to/
Mme"

men!

"

(p. 207)

and

"

Curie who symbolically gave birth to radium de-
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monstrates the artistic

process.

The disturbance in her

mind and the long, dark period of gestation before the mind
could articul-ate its concepts is described in prenatal imagery.

She is possessed by "an unhatched sun corroding/ lner

mind, eating,away" (P. 202), and her imagination is "--a
furnace, a cavity, aching/ towards fission" (P. 206). She
is selfless in her devotion to her calling,
winter cold at her experiments.

working in the

The rel-ationshipi

between

the imagi-nation and sexual l-ove is clear in Curie.

She is

not only pregnant in imagination but physically with child
about to deliver.

When

and

her projecL is finished something

l-uminous and endowed with curative properties results.

imaginative energy rel-eased by

}4me"

The

Curie like that of the

singing poet, the dancing satyr, the Passaic Falls and radium
itself , has curative Iife-giving po\^rers. Along with "Beautiful thing" Mme" Curie represents the fecundity of the imagination.

She is a fertile

regenerative earth mother who en-

livens the world of Paterson"
The last section of Book IV is anti-climatic.

nature of the redeeming language has been defined in
III

The

Book

and Paterson has already found his successor in Allan

Ginsberg" The poet dwells on o1d themes. He affirms that
poetic creation is the child of imaginative action.

When

he reminds himself of the incompleteness of his goal to
create a poetic form derived from the loca1e, "Haven't you
forgot your virgin purpose/ the language?" (P. 2I9) | it is
without the despair he felt

earlier.

Paterson asserts that

this roundabout descent into experience--the consummation
of his marriage with the locale and:,his quest to uncover his
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own imaginative power--\^/as a necessary part of the process

The quality

in the search for a redemptive poetic idiom"

and strength of the idiom demonstrate the extent to which

has married the creative elements in the

his creativity
1ocale.

In his authorrs note to the poem Will-iams said that
in Book IV "the river below the Falls, will
of episodes--all

be reminiscent

that any man may achieve in a lifetime"

(P. 3) " The Passaic River contains souvenirs acquired
duríng the course of its flow. Similarly, Paterson is

an

old man rampant with memory. His reminiscences in Book IV
suggest the richness of his life,
attractions
present"

will

but submission to their

blind the poet to the potential

Here the sea represents the past.

dumping ground of al-1 experience.

of the

It is the

Consequently, Paterson

must arise from the sea and return to his own world, if
ís to escape mesmerization by the past.

he

His emergence from

the sea, l-ike that of his prototype, Odysseus, is no easy
task.

The sea contains all

the forces which have sought to

overwhelm him and profane the purity

of his imagination"

The image of the sea makes concrete the totality

of Pater-

sonrs tribulations
as a cultural

and trials " By overcoming it he is reborn
hero and gains the privilege of making the trek

back inland to the community of Paterson.
On a

literary

level "the wine dark sea" hints at

a

Golden Past, the time of Homer, when there was communication
between man and his wor1d. The vocal-ization of this attrac-
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tion is the cry of longing already heard* in Corydon's poetry
and that of a nostalgic voice "Thalassa! Thalassa!" (p. 235) "
Such praise of the past reduces the present to an empty waste

land and denies the possibility

of a redeeming poetry" pa-

terson refuses this worlcL: "I say to your Put wax Ln your/
ears against the hungry sea/ it is not our home ! " (p. 235) "
The sea is also the sea of indj-fferent men, those
who are the direct

result of preoccupation with the past

who threatened Paterson's poetic integrity.

and

These people

speak in an undifferentiated

language and are divorced from

moral and aesthetic values"

Their denial of spiritual

val-ues leaves the way open for exploitation

and appropriation,

which can take the form of lust, murder and war" The war in
the poem, the Korean war, is the direct resul_t of man's
failure

to live in conjunction with his poetic imagination:

rhar

ir ;;1";";ii":;"?;1':;:t",
here

again

here

Waken from a dream, this dream of
the whol-e poem .
sea-bound,

rises a sea of bl-ood (P. 234)

Paterson is not one of these men. His lifelong
has been to cultivate

"

occupation

poetry, whích reveals the moral and

aesthetic val-ues of his community. Amongst the "oceans of
faces" and the stultifying
traditions he has retained his
poetic integrity"

He has resisted the run to the sea.

At

the end of Book IV Paterson rises from his "nostalgic mother"
and with his Chespeake retriever,
"A large, compact bitch"
(p. 237) | makes his way to the Falls at Paterson.

The
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renewed poet begins by sampling some of the fruits

of his

Iocale, a few beach plums. So invigorated he can continue
his search for the stream of life

which flows through his

environment and the poetic language whj-ch intrinsi-cally

contains the environment's energy.
The emergence of Paterson-Odysseus from the sea has

a more universal meaning. The poet's escape from apathy
despair indicates that the artist
people.

and

is the real- hero of the

ft is he who affirms moral- and aesthetic values

and

who attempts to explain the workings of an ambiguous cosmos.

In this poem Paterson is a representative of the perpetually
contemporary artist"

For a brief time he represents Apol1o,

the muse of poetry and the god of the sun. However, Paterson is a man and the progression of nature involves his death.
Near the end of the poem we are told that from the sea "the

sun/ alone undampened lifts
The rising

poet.

his wings/ of fire"

(P. 236)

.

sun and son in the world of Paterson is another

The muse lives on ín Ginsberg who was born in the city

of Paterson. Nature in her progression guarantees renewal
as well- as death and her renewal gains impetus from the in-

vi-gorating energy of the waxing sun. The rise of Paterson
from the sea is an expression of Williams' befief that the
quest of the poet can never be completed. It can only
handed on to a ne\^/ generation of poets.

be

The poem Paters,on

began in mid-sentence with a col-on" The col-on suggests the
sense of unbroken continuity

and movement documented in the

poem. The spiral which closes Book IV and the presence of
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Ginsberg suggest that this movement will
poems

continue in other

"

The first

four books of Paterson are the fulfillment

of the plunge into the Passaic which Williams made in his
early poem "The l¡landerer. "

In this poem Williams contracted

himsel-f to the things and people of America. Pate.rg.on is
the ultimate expression of this union.

Here lVifl-iams has

taken the particul-ars of his time and place and made a

poem

of them" The poem he has fashioned is a dream of cultural_
fulfillment,

a discovery of America and his erotic explora-

tion of it in search of "Beautiful thing. " In Paterson
Williams shows the things which he stood for in hís own time.
The poems exhibit

his concern for invention, his insistence

on an American poet using the American idiom, the primary
importance of the local world, and the absolute necessity

for artistic
cultural

imagination to guide and shape the texture of

Iife.
During the last years of his life

Williams turned

from the very thing this poem assured--his public career
a poet of culture.

as

In Paterson Williams was concerned with

the imaginative perception of the particulars

of his envi-

ronment. fn Book V, Paterson and the majority of his l_ater
poems, Williams touches on a more personal theme" The

artistic

imagination itself

and explore.

rity

now becomes something to study

The rowdiness, the desecration and the vulga-

of the local- world have disappeared in Book V. Here

the poet is alone in a world of art, imagination and l-ove.
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In Book V the journey into the culture of

is repla-

Amerj-ca

ced by the poet' s journey i-nto the world of arL,

a

j ourney

which culminates in Williams image of the Unicorn, the
crowned artist

without peer.

Chapter IV

A
When

STUDY

OF

PATERSON BOOK V

the wandering poet rises from the sea at the

end of Book IV, he has completed his task as a public poet

by doing all he can. Not that he has found the redeeming
language, but by sacrificing

hímself to the flux of life

and

attempting to record the elemental forces of his community
he has done all a poet can. The sun rises from the sea along
with Paterson and the rising sun is a nev/ poet" The old.
poet has entrusted the responsibility of shaping the public
imagination and celebrating the locale to a younger man"
Patersonrs emerg'ence from the sea symbolizes a rebirth"

In Book V he participates

series of tapestries,

in a world of art.

housed in The Cloisters

take the place of the local world.
woman and

A

in New york,

A unicorn, a queenly

fiel-ds of flowers are the images which reflect

imaginative harmony. Here the poet turns from the particulars of his locale and studies images which reflect
gination itself.

the ima-

The season in Book V is spring, but not a spring

subject to the progression of time.

Eternal recurrence

gives way to eternity"

books the poet explored

In the fírst

the exteral world through his imagination"
109

These books re-

1l_ 0

corded a process which was ref l-ected by natural rhythms

"

Book V is a product, the poem which has resulted from Pater-

son's explorations.
nally,

Here the ability

of art to bloom eter-

like the flowers in the tapesLry, frees the poet

and

the imagination from naturers rhythms.
The fema1e principle

of earlier

in Book V in terms of the virgin

and the whore. However, in

this Edeníc realm moral- distinctions
virgin

books is conveyed

are irrel-evant"

The

and the whore are an identity:

The moral

proclaimed by the whorehouse
could not be better proclaimed
(P" 242).
by the virgin,
The virgin

and the whore are the woman whom the poet must

marry" This is clarified

by the tapestries which depict

"The Flunt of the Unicorn."

For the medieval ,,mind the hunt

for this beast and its taming by a virgin represented the
myth of the Incarnation and the way of secular l-ove. In the
poem Paterson has

will

married the secular world, the whore

lead him to physical death.

profane man and his virginal

who

Art is the creation of

imagination"

Like the child of

the Incarnation it promj-ses redemption" Thus, the artisans
of the tapestries have perpetuated themselves through their
creations"

Hope is expressed by VrIilliams that both his

world and himself might survive through Paterson:
So through art alone, male and female
Through this hol-e

at the bottom of the cavern
of death, the imagination
(P
escapes intact.
" 247)
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In Book V Paterson has witnessed a waning in hís
physical prowess, "The dog of his thoughts / lnas shrunk"
(p. 268) " His physical virilíty
has given way to creative
fertility

and he has left

the potent dog to Ginsberg" Pater-

son has adopted a new totem beast, the unicorn whose single

horn symbolizes the power of the poet's ímagination to
sustain him in the world.
Traditionally

the unicorn has been likened to Christ

who was born to a virgin

clarifies

and betrayed by man" Luke I:69

the parallel : " [He] hath raised up a horn of sal--

vation for us in the house of his servant David. "l
tist,

The ar-

like Christ, is contaminated by the physical- world

eventually led to death.
crippled artist

to

He is wounded and victimized.

whom Book

and
The

V is dedícated, Henri Toulouse-

Lautrec, exemplifies the fate of the poet"

In the context

of the poem Toulouse-Lautrecrs physical deformity signifíes
the brutality

with which the worl-d treats artists.

On the

other hand the painterrs art and his name in the dedication
point to the ability

of the imagination to outlast death"

The horn of the unicorn is the new symbol of regeneration

and despite its overt phallicism the creative horn is both

masculine and feminine.
The horn of the unicorn allowed him to conquer the

beasts of the fiel-ds and'rejuvenate himsel-f nightly.

lT,lrk. I :69 , King James
PiÞIç,.

Vühen

LL2

he dipped his horn into water he was cleansed and reborn.
of self-perpetuation

The unicorn's ability

separates him

from the processes of time and nature and associates him
with the artist!s

imagination:
The Unicorn

has no match
or mate
The artist

. the artist

has no peer

(p. 246)

ú

is also an androgenous being, íntegrating

feminine imagination to produce works of art.
the qualities

of his life

the

Through art

and mind endure. Thus, the artist

is "the King-se1f" (P" 272).

The physically

infirm Paterson,

líke the penned and wounded unicorn wears a cro\^/n, a coll-ar
of jewels. In earlier books stone was associated with a rt
and women" Fittingly,

the femal-e principle

j-t now adorns the artist

who embodies

and regenerates himself through art"

The poet is al-so identified

with the satyr in

Book

V" In Greek mythology this grotesque creature performed
dance of death in honor of Dionysus" The satyr's

also a fertility

a

dance was

rite which invol-ved physical l-ove and linked

him with his god. So does the poet celebrate love in a life

which tragically
his poetry"

must end, but which can continue through

Here the theme of a redeemi-ng language has

changed. Formerly Paterson sought a poetry which would enl-iven the life

of his community" fn Book V he attempts

poetry which can preserve his imagination"

a

In the closing

movement of Paterson the poet unites with the satyr, whose

ecstatic dance of death assures the continuity

of life:

ll_3
Vüe

know nothing and can know nothing

but
the dance, to dance to measure
contrapuncLually ,
Satyrically, the tragic foot.

Book V ends with a reconcifiation

worlds.

The virgin

of the real- and mythic

and the whore are one. The artist,

unicorn and the satyr are united.
spring

and. we

Paterson.

(P. 278)
the

The season is eternal

are back in the pristine

world of el-emental-

The river has returned to its uncontaminated

sources: "the serpent/ has its tail in its mouth/ Again!/
the all-wise serpent" (P. 27L). The poem's preface has
shown its

authenticity,

"For the beginning is assuredly/

the end" (P" ff ) .
In Book V the quest Wilfiams began in his poem "The
!úanderer" has come ful1 circle.

career as a poet of culture.

In this poem he began his
Here he identifies

himself

with the American earth and under the tutelege of an old
queen he sets out to establish the relationship
Ameri-ca and her people.

between

Will-iams established the relation-

ship between poetic imagination and. the external environment
public works,

before he had written either of his essentially
In the American Grain and Paterson.

In Williamsr art the

interchange between the imagination and external reality
allows one to know one by knowing the other.

Thus, in In

the American Grain he studies the quality of the American
imagination by assessing what Americans have realized about
the quality of the external- environment. Tn In the American
Grain Wiffiams attempted to come to terms with the failures

of the past in order to understand the present.

However,

7L4

after having faced tradition,
living

Williams provided no hero

in the present.

In addition the lack of concreteness

made the reconciliation

between past and present incomplete"

Paterson proved a fit

medium for explaining the relationship

between past and present.

Here tradition

is squarely faced.,

and having so freed himself, the poet is able to explore the

present and reconcile the opposites which have haunted the
American imagination.

In Paterson I-IV we fol1ow the flow

of the poet's perceptions as he attempts to integrate body
and mind, male and female, and himself with his landscape.

Eventually landscape and the poetrs imagination merge with
each other and are personified as "Beautiful thing. " Vühen
he has married "Beautiful thing" the poet can shape and
celebrate his community by revealj-ng the word which contains
life.
In Book V art reconciles the past with the present.
The medieval tapestries

are the inspiration

is immediate and present.

for poetry which

The poet has immersed himself in

the poetic process and now feels free to contemplate the
minds which create art.

Here Williams departs from the pub-

aspects of his dream of America. His concern is with
the artistic imagination" This inward turn is apparent in
the late poetry, pi"t"r"= fr"* er""ghd.
fn these late poems
lic

the people and things of his environment are subordínated to
inlilliams' study of arL, the artist and the imagination. The
imagination as the "King-serf" emerges in all williams' later
poetry" Its role is epitomized in "The Desert Musicr " where
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he begins with the percepti-on of a motionless form
creates a l-ife about it,
the artistic

and

only to end with a celebration of

imaginatíon:

And I could not help thinking
of the wonders of the brain that
hears that music and of our
skill sometimes to record iL.2

In Paterson V the unicorn artist

is the symbol of imaginative

regeneration and in the later poems it is the imagination
which creates the music of survival

"

2Wittiam Carlos Wil-l-iams, pictures From Brueghel
(New York: New Directions , 1962), p.-TA--
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